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A Cost Estimation Model for DHL Express Logistics 

Abstract 

This document contains the description of the cost estimation research project executed at DHL Express 

Logistics. Direct objects of research were the personnel and property costs of the warehouses and call 

centre in Europe. The result consists of a Cost Estimation Model (CEM) that can be used to assess the 

impact of additionallarge volumes on the unit costs. 

Note: In this library version financial data has been replaced by xxxx, since this is confidential data. For the 

same reason the appendices have been left out. 
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Executive Summary 

Express Logistics (EL) is a tast growing business unit within DHL Global Customer Logistics (GCS). The 

market in which EL operates, the market of spare parts logistics, is a highly competitive market, but tast 

growing as well. EL offers three main solutions to this spare parts market Strategie lnventory Management, 

Direct Express lnventory and Return and Repair lnventory. As a consequence of this competitiveness in the 

market, the negotiations with potential customers are tough and a good insight in the costs of handling a 

customer is therefore one of the requirements for a strong position in contract negotiations. 

The objective of the research project has been defined in the following way: 

"Design a model that can be used to estimate the impact of (large) volume changes in the logistics 

infrastructure of DHL GCS Express Logistics on costs. This model will be used to support the management 

of DHL Express Logistics to better assess future profitability and strengthen the Express Logistics position in 

negotiations with potentiallarge customers." 

The research methodology can be described as a study that uses available practical information 

substantiated by cost estimation methods available in theory to meet this objective. First of all criteria are 

developed in order to make sure that the designed cost estimation model (CEM) is in line with the 

requirements of stakeholders and the EL organization. A method is chosen from theory that meets the 

preset criteria and is combined with the current practices of EL in the CEM. In order to deliver a validated 

CEM, the model needs to be tested. The research methodology is used as a guide through the project and 

this report has been written in line with it. 

Five criteria have been developed for the CEM to meet. The criteria are: fit , information availability, output 

requirements , visibility and usability. When these criteria are met by the CEM, the CEM is "suitable for 

Express Logistics". The criteria have been developed with stakeholders of the project and EL experts. 

The theoretica I exploration for cost estimation for logistics environments is discussed and the relevant topics 

of management information systems, product casting and cost estimation in logistics environments. lt 

appears that it is ditticuit to obtain or produce the right, high quality (cost) information that logistics managers 

need for their decision-making. Product cost information is the base information from which other 

management information can be extracted. Activity based casting is most recommended for product casting 

in logistics environments. Five cost estimation methods have been found applicable to logistics 

environments: statistic cost estimation, Activity based budgeting, estimation with neural networks and linear 

programming, and parametrie cost estimation. The most preferabie methad for the EL situation is the 

parametrie cost estimation method. This method meets all criteria for the CEM as the best or second best 

option. An additional argument is that parametrie cost estimation is suitable for estimating with insufficient 

information in early phases of a project. Because of the many ways in which parametrie cost estimation can 

be applied, the cost estimator in EL can determine the required output and the ease of use. Visibility will be 
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created by the use of the ABC-system, since the ABC-system gives a clearer view on cost calculation, which 

is accompanied by a clearer view on the processes in the CEM. 

The current practices of EL are described in two parts. The first part focuses on the causes and structures of 

costs and the second part on the causes and structures of the revenue. Costs relale to cost centres, as tor 

instanee the cost centre "personnel", of which the costs can behave as a variabie cost or a constant cost. 

lnvoices to customers are responsible tor the revenue and are based on logistics units, and reported 

activities, which are executed tor the customer. 

EL negotiates with customers about the prices of logistics units that they need to pay to EL tor delivered 

services. The prices of these logistics units are based on the costs per logistics unit and the development of 

the costs during the customers' contract period. But the causes of the costs per logistics unit are structured 

in the way of the cost structure in the EL facilities and not in the "cost per logistics unit structure". A cost 

estimation model therefore needs to ereale a link between the required costs per logistics unit and the 

available costs in the facilities trom the current situation to the end of the customer contract period . 

The developed CEM uses six steps to come to a cost estimate and is described in an abstract form and 

applied to the ELC. The CEM is a combination of two interacting models: a static model and a dynamic 

model (see tigure below). The static model describes the conversion of the costs of a facility in the current 

situation to the cost of a cost object. lnformation trom a new RFQ is added to the resulting information in the 

static model and used combined in the dynamic model to estimate the expected total cost of the facility when 

the RFQ-data would be an implemenled customer. The output of the CEM contains the change in costs per 

cost category and per logistics unit over time including the growth of the current business and the additional 

volume requested by an RFQ. 

Periodical lnfonnation 

RFQ-infonnalion 

CEM 
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A prototype has been developed tor the GEM in order to test the model and to present a practical way of the 

usage of the GEM. The test results show that the criteria have been met. The implementation and use of the 

GEM are discussed as well and result in the implication that not only physical implementation is enough tor 

the GEM to be used , but adoption by the users and other stakeholders is very important as well. Here lies an 

important role tor the EL management. 

The GEM is a scientifically general model and is applicable toa broader environment than the researched 

EL environment. Future research is recommended in other areas within a logistics environment as tor 

instanee program management or implementation. Also the use of the GEM tor decision-making is an 

interesting topic tor further research. Finally research on the determination of efficiency possibilities in a 

situation with little historie information is a desired. Efficiency assumptions have a big influence on the direct 

results of the GEM and detailed information on efficiency is therefore a very important input tor the GEM. 

iv 
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Introduetion 

In the last decade of the twentieth century it became clear to scientists and many managers in different 

industries that the logistics tunetion was responsible tor significant contribution to the total cost of the 

organization. This caused the emergence of research on dedicated costing systems tor the logistics tunetion 

and the application of existing systems to this part of business. 

Meanwhile the business environment has been changing trom static and local to an environment that is 

more dynamic, global and demanding on service and costs than ever before. Arguments are put forward that 

this trend will continue to expand in the future. 

The combination of the two resulted in a strategy of companies to outsouree their non-core functions to 

providers that could fulfil the desired demand in the same way or better than the companies themselves 

could and at a smaller cost as well. The logistics tunetion is more often a non-core tunetion than a core 

tunetion and outsourcing of logistics is therefore tor many organizations a logical step. 

Logistics service providers have taken advantage of this trend and the gallery of their provided services has 

expanded tremendously. By the end of the nineties it became clear that the outsourcing of time critica! and 

high value spare parts deliveries was the next step in outsourcing of parts of the supply chain . 

Since outsourcing trends chase each other on a growing pace, the logistics providing organizations have to 

act upon this speeding change. Expansion of business foregoes the design of management systems 

creating a gap between the required management intermation and the available management information. 

The gap between available and desirabie management intermation has led to this research project tor DHL 

Express Logistics with the objective to design a cost estimation model tor the facilities in the Express 

Logistics infrastructure. The model will be used to support the management with decision-making in 

negotiations with new or existing customers. The model needs to meet five criteria that are used to choose 

the appropriate method to design the model and to lead the design in the right directions tor the Express 

Logistics environment. This resulted in the design of a Cost Estimation Model tor Express Logistics (CEM). 

Th is report deals with the design and execution of the research that results in a design of the solution to the 

research problem. The report is structured , according to an approached advocated by Kempen & Keizer 

(2000), in an orientation, analysis and design phase. The orientation phase addresses the research 

environment and leads to a research design. Then the analysis phase puts the theoretica! insights in the 

light of the criteria and analyses current practices of Express Logistics tor use in the final phase. In this final 

phase the CEM is presented and the results are being discussed. 
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Orientation Phase 
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Chapter 1 The Company 

1.1 Introduetion 

This research has been executed in the business context of DHL Express Logistics. This chapter will 

therefore shortly sketch the company DHL and the business unit Global Customer Solutions (GCS) of which 

the DHL Express Logistics business unit is part. The chapter proceeds with a general description of DHL 

Express Logistics and closes with some concluding remarks. 

1.2 DHL Company History 

Just months after man's first landing on the moon, DHL began operating the first international door-to-door 

document express delivery service in the world . Adrian Dalsey, Larry Hiliblomand Robert Lynn founded the 

company in the United Statesin September 1969. At that time, DHL had only one route trom San Francisco 

to Hawaii, delivering shipping documentation in advance of the cargo arriving to speed up delivery. 

Since inventing the air express industry, DHL has been developing new trade areas. They have facilitated 

start-up operations in countries where their customers need service in previously un-chartered territories, 

enabling trade facilitation, and bringing people all over the world closer together. 

The DHL mission statement is based on the history and future of the company: 

'VHL enhances !he business of our customers by offering highest quality express and logistics solutions 

based on strong local expertise combined with !he most extensive global network presence. DHL delivers 

above-average returns by delivering superior quality and superior solutions at all levels of !he business 

processes. " 

In 2003, Deutsche Post World Net (DPWN) has bought up to 100% of the shares of DHL. At the moment a 

"New DHL" is being built where "the old DHL", Danzas and Euro-Express are integrated under the new 

yellow and red DHL brand. 

1.3 Business 

DHL has a market share of 37.5% of the outbound international express market and is the world 's largest air 

express industry company, servicing more than one million customers in over 220 countries and territories. lt 

operates in over 4,000 offices, delivering to more than 120,000 destinations worldwide. DHL's rapid growth 

resulted trom increasing globalisation of trade. [DHL Global Fact Book, 2002) 

DHL maintains its position as the world 's leading international air express network by continually expanding 

and upgrading its network of offices, hubs and gateways, and by offering service through a well-trained and 

3 
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dedicated work force . The 4,000 offices support DHL's worldwide coverage and it is the world 's ninth largest 

airline with over 250 aircraft. This means taster transit times, streamlined customs clearance, tracking of 

shipments and simplified billing. 

1.4 Global Customer Solutions 

In the last decade it became clear to many global organisations that they could manage their supply chains 

more efficiently and cost-effectively by integrating express distribution into their business processes. DHL 

recognised these logistics requirements and created a separate business unit: DHL Global Customer 

Logistics (GCL}. GCL provides the best service possible to global customers that require these supply chain 

solutions to gain competitive advantage. 

Research , performed after GCL had been established, indicated that the global customers scale five criteria 

as most important [de Jong, 2000]: 

1. Speed, reliability and control 

2. Expertise of their industry 

3. Global visibility and approach through one company 

4. Readiness to invest to create value 

5. Flexibility/ customer intimacy 

A series of offerings have been created to meet the requirements above: the ten standard GCL solutions 

( tigure 1.1 ). Seven of these solutions focus on transportation and DHL Express Logistics (EL} focuses on the 

other three solutions that have been designed tor the spare parts market The three EL solutions, Strategie 

lnventory Management (SIM), Direct Express lnventory (DEl) and Return and Repair lnventory (RRI) , are 

explained in the next section and discussed in more detail in chapter 2. Each solution is a combination of 

services that can help improving the customer's supply chain. Since January 2004 and due to the mentioned 

integration of DPWN entities GCLs name is changed into Global Customer Solutions (GCS). 

GCS Practices 

T extile Oil~ndustry 
Shoes Pharma 
Sports gear 
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1.5 DHL GCS Express Logistics 

DHL GCS Express Logistics (EL) focuses on the three logistics solutions, SIM, DEl and RRI that were 

mentioned in the previous section, and is situated in the organization as a separate division of GCS. The EL 

organization itself has been divided in the geographical areas Asia Pacific (AP), Americas (As) and Europe, 

Middle East & Africa (EMEA) (figure 1.2). 

[ Deutsche Post Wo~d Net ] 
Post OHL [ Financial Services 

Express Distribution Solutions ] Global Customer Solutions ] [ Air & Ocean ] Freight 

I 
I _I_ -L.... I _I_ ~ I ~ .1 I 

GCSGiobal GCS Global 
Ex pre ss 

GCSGiobal 
GCS GCS 

GCS Finance GCS 
GCS 

GCS 

Pricing Marketing Log is tics lmplementation & Europa As ia & Legal Americas Log is tics 

Servicies Program 
Pacific 

Administration I nformation 

I 
Management 

~ 
Systems 

I I I 
AP I I A's I l EMEA J 

Figure 1.2 

Organization chart situating EL EMEA 

EL-customers outsouree their high value spare parts that have a large impact on their business, because 

they want to reduce their costs , but still need to keep a high service level in their customer responses. 

According toa recently executed market research [McKinsey, 2002] assigned by EL, there are large growth 

opportunities within the spare parts market The market itself is predicted to grow on a compared average of 

66% in value in the next three years. The semiconductors market and the AudioNideo/Telecom market are 

predicted to grow taster than other industries. EL wants to grow even taster than the average market growth 

and enlarge margins as well. Growth strategies are expla ined in chapter three. 

EL developed her solutions to customers for the five criteria described in the previous section. EL solutions, 

SIM, DEl and RRI , consist of a combination of standard DHL network facilities integrated with the EL 

services. The DHL standard network is the transportation network that is used for standard DHL products 

e.g. World wide community express, document express and parcel express. Further information about 

standard DHL Network facilities is available in appendix A. 

A dedicated solution for the customer needs to be designed before EL can start with the execution of it. 

Specialists at EL work together and with the customer to accomplish this. The design includes, for example, 

development of regional warehouses in Europe within a two or four-hour reach of the defined delivery 

addresses, or support with the calculation of the required stock level for EL to be able to deliver the 
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requested service to the customer. Support by the EL AfterSales Program Management during execution of 

the solution is oftered to the customer as well. The services of EL After Sales Program Management are 

divided in five service solutions of customer support level, named: bronze, silver, gold, platinum and 

platinum++. These solutions and services and the EL network will be discussed in greater detail in chapter 

two. 

1.6 Express Logistics Management & Support 

Situated in Brussels, close to the DHL Global Coordination Centre, lies the EL office. The EL management 

and control functions are situated here, for instanee the logistics infrastructure, business development, 

supply chain systems engineering, project implementation and after sales program management. These 

groups take care of the whole EL process from the pre-selling activities to the implementation of the 

solutions and the support of the on es being ex eculed (see chapter 2). 

1. 7 Condusion 

Express Logistics is a business unit within DHL GCS. The market in which EL operales is a highly 

competitive market, but fast growing as well. EL offers three solutions to this spare parts market SIM, DEl 

and RRI. As a consequence of this competitiveness in the market, the negotiations with potential customers 

are tough and a good insight in the costs of handling a customer is therefore one of the requirements for a 

strong position in contract negotiations. Chapter 2 discusses the Express Logistics organization and 

solutions in greater detail and where after chapter 3 goes more into more detail with regard to the 

background of cost estimation assignment. 

6 
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Chapter 2 Express Logistics 

2.1 Introduetion 

The Express Logistics organization consists of a global business unit (BU) that is separated in three main 

areas: Europe, Middle-East & Africa (EMEA), the Americas (As) , and Asian Pacific (AP). In this chapter the 

EMEA region is discussed in greater detail. First the regional organization is explained , foliowed by the 

solutions oftered by EL Third the facilities that form the logistics infrastructure and operate the EL solutions 

are described and a concluding action will finish this chapter. 

2.2 The Express Logistics Organization 

The global EL business unit is divided into three main regions as explained in chapter one. The regions have 

comparable sub-structures. The sub-structure of the EMEA region is presented in tigure 2.1. 

lmplementation Business lnfrastructure HP Solutions Supply 
Group Development Planning Chain Systems 

Group & Engineeri ng Group 

Responsible tor Responsible tor Responsible tor Responsible for the Responsible tor Responsible tor Responsible tor 
the operations of the the expansion of management of the development the coordînation, the management 
the iogistics implementation of EL customer base 

customer contracts 
and impravement development and and on agreed service 

infrastructure solutions levels. Single point of of the logistics implementation of implementation of 
contacttor the facilities the HP agreement the EL 
customer communication 

systems 

Fiqure 2.1 

Express Logistics Organization in EMEA 

The general EL-process tor acqutnng, implementing and executing a solution is shown in tigure 2.2. 

Responsible groups work together on various steps in the process. The process starts with the receipt of a 

request tor quolation (RFQ) trom a customer and finishes with the implemenled and supported customized 

solution. Price setting plays a role in the second step of the EL process "Development of solution & 

negotiations" and requires information of estimated costs. 
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Customer 
RFQ 

Figure 2.2 

General customer handling process 

and responsible groups 

EL solutions are different trom the "standard" DHL distribution activities (see appendix A). EL solutions are 

time driven and very much adjusted to customer needs. The three main solutions are called Strategie 

lnventory Management, Direct Express lnventory and Return and Repair lnventory and will be discussed in 

this section. 

2.3.1 Strategie lnventory Management 

Strategie lnventory Management (SIM) is a standard 

EL solution that has been created to deliver urgent 

shipments within a 2 to 4 hour time frame (figure 

2.3) . These shipments contain mission critica! spare 

parts with a high value tor the customer's business. 

The tact that these spare parts can be delivered to 

the end-user (this is usually a field engineer who is 

responsible tor repair) within a limited time frame 

provides EL customers with the opportunity to sell 

maintenance contracts to their customers with very 

high service commitments. SIM is a customized 

service: the parts are kept in small warehouses 
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situated strategically in the neighbourhood of the final destinations of the customer. The customer keeps 

ownership of the inventory and is responsible for replenishment. This holds for all EL solutions. The detailed 

process description can be found in appendix B, named "SPC-process". 

2.3.2 Direct Express lnventory 

Direct Express lnventory (DEl) is the EL solution that 

allows customers to centralize their stock in one 

warehouse in the region (Express Logistics Centre 

(ELC)) and still be able to get their products or 

components delivered the next day. Management of 

the warehouse, information processing and express 

delivery is done by EL (figure 2.4). The process 

descriptions can be found in appendix B. 

2.3.3 Return & Repair lnventory 

Final Assembly 1nduding 
Yalue Added Services 

Figure 2.4 

DEI-process 

Manufacturing or assembly plant. 

Return & Repair lnventory (RRI) is a logistics solution 

that EL has created to manage the physical flows for 

return material authorization (figure 2.5). In this case EL 

will be responsible sending a new part, picking up the 

broken part, bringing the broken part to a repair centre 

and moving repaired parts back into stock or to the 

customer. 

Repair in DHL managed 
and/or owned oe or ELC 

j >; 
Customers 

• no fCIPU a~çtMty c.onducted 11 SPC Figure 2.5 

The RRI-process 

2.4 Facilities 

The EL infrastructure consists of a network of in- and outsoureed facilities managed and operated by the 

Logistics lnfrastructure Group. In Europe this infrastructure consists of the Express Logistics Centre (ELC) in 

Brussels, Strategie Parts eentres (SPC) in 140 locations in Europe and a communication centre, called 

Logistics Customer Service Centre (LCSC), based in Brussels, next to the ELC (see appendix G for an 

overview). Dedicated IT-systems conneet these facilities. 
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The faci lities are the beating hart of Express Logistics, operating the solutions. Every customer uses two or 

three types of facilities: the "Logistics Customer Service Centre", the "Express Logistics Centre" and the 

"Strategie Parts Centre". EL is continually expanding the network to keep up with customer demands. 

2.4 .1 lnsourced EL facilities 

Facilities owned and operaled by EL are the Logistics Customer Service Centre and the Express Logistics 

Centre. 

Logistics Customer Service Centre 

The Logistics Customer Service Centre (LCSC) is a dedicated nerve centre handling orders in the solutions. 

The customer can order deliveries up to 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, depending on the solution. The 

LCSC is located in Brussels. lt consists of a Same-Day team handling urgent shipments and a Next-Day 

team handling overnight shipments, and functions as the contact for the customer with EL when ordering 

shipments. 

lncoming orders are, the teams alike, split in Next-Day-Orders (ND) and Same-Day-Orders (SD). SD orders 

are split in four types: as-soon-as-possible orders (ASAP), scheduled orders (SCH), next-flight-out orders 

(NFO) and on-board-courier orders (OBC). Customer orders are received by telephone, fax or e-mail. 

Additionally the LCSC provides (pro-active) tracking, tracing and checking information, providing the 

customer with accurate information of the order delivery status. 

An example of how the LCSC acts as a central point of contact between the customer and the warehouses 

is shown in tigure 2.6. The LCSC is informed about the status of the shipment in every step in the delivery 

process. 

Customer viewpoint 

Customer Customer 
needs nieuw Calls LCSC 

part r. 

Express Logistics viewpoint 

Cu stomer can 
track & trace 

shipment 

Shipment is deiNered 

-------------------------~ 
to customer the nexl 

business day 

1-

LCSC sends order ELC outbound 
to ELC ~ team picks & 

packs shipment 
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Express Logistics eentre 

The Express Logistics eentre (ELe) has the purpose of providing warehousing services tor the DEl solution. 

lt is physically adjacent to the Brussels hub and the Lese. and aligned to the DHL standard transportation 

network. The hub is operated trom 22.00h to 04.00h, which gives the advantage of a late order cut-off time: 

21 .00h. This means that the customer can order a shipment until 21 .00h, instead of normal cut-off times in 

the distri bution sector of 17 .OOh, and still have the shipment delivered the next day anywhere in Europe. Th is 

late cut-off time makes it interesting tor customers to store their goods with EL instead of in their own 

warehouse. 

The ELe building is divided in storage, handling and administration areas. Storage takes the largest part of 

the building and is divided in areas tor racking/shelving, areas tor pallet storage and areas with open floor 

spaces. There is an area tor special goods as tor example "dry ice". Handling areas are split into inbound 

and outbound areas where the inbound and outbound operations teams perform most of their job. 

Administration is responsible tor all administrative issues of inbound and outbound operations e.g. invoicing, 

customs clearance, checking airway bills (AWBs) and solving problems. 

2.4.2 Outsoureed EL faeilities 

Facilities that are outsoureed by EL are either internally outsoureed to other DHL business units or externally 

outsoureed to other companies. Outsoureed facilities are transportation and the Strategie Parts eentres 

(SPes). 

Outsoureed to other DHL business units 

The transportation between the EL facilities is taken care of by standard DHL standard network (see 

appendix A) . This means that the DHL standard network handles all transport. EL pays transfer prices, 

normally dependent on weight, distance and destination, to other DHL entities tor these transport services 

and is monthly invoiced by them. 

Outsoureed to non-DHL facilities 

The largest part that is outsoureed to non-DHL facilities contains the Strategie Part eentres (SPe) and is 

discussed below. Other services that are outsoureed are the On-Board-eourier service (OBC), which means 

that a courier personally receives the package, keeps it with him during transport and delivers it to the 

destination. Secondly the Next-Fiight-Out service (NFO) is outsoureed as well. This service makes sure that 

the ordered shipments are shipped with the first flight leaving the shipping origin after the customer call. 

These customized services are only used occasionally by customers when emergency deliveries are 

requested and the part is not available in the origin where it should be. 

Strategie Part Centre 

Strategie Part eentres (SPes) are small warehouses located across Europe. They are stand-by 24 hours a 

day, every day. In Europethere are 140 SPCs and this networkis still expanding. They are mainly used tor 

the SIM solution. When an SPe is more strategically located in Europe tor a customer than the ELe in 

Brussels, an SPe will sametimes act as a central warehouse tor the DEI-solution. This is an exception. 
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Because of the merger with DPWN some SPCs, e.g . handled by former Danzas, are now suddenly 

insourced instead of outsourced. Since inlegration just started and within DHL these SPCs are still treated 

as outsoureed and the other way around , they're assumed to be so in this project as well. 

2.4.3 IT-system 

The EL IT-infrastructure consists of a compilation of different integrated parallel IT-systems managed and 

operated by the EL Supply Chain Systems group. The IT-systems support the solutions and conneet all 

facilities. They are called CS3 and lnnovate-IT (IIT) . CS3 is a computer system using manual data entry 

whereas IIT uses barcode scanning. The user-interfaces of the two systems are very different. The ELC for 

example has dedicated personnel working with CS3 or lnnovate-IT. A third IT-system, called Globe, is an 

interface that is used for data-entry in CS3. For obtaining information a bout delivery routes , a program called 

Route 66 is in use. 

EL plans to implement a new computer system that replaces lnnovate-IT. This system is called Selis and is 

based on the lnnovate-IT technology, but with an easier interface and more applications. lmplementation is 

planned to be finished in 2004. The development of the Selis started in 2000, but due to politica! interterenee 

it takes more time than desirable. 

2.5 Logistics Process 

The goods flow of the EL logistics processes doesn't start in the storage of an EL warehouse, but in the 

temporary inventory of the customer's production facility. From there it is shipped to an SPC or the ELC. In 

general, the inbound processes in the warehouses exist of receiving , unpacking and storing of the goods. 

Outbound processes contain piek, pack and dispatch processes. These processes are shown in tigure 2.6 

for the three EL solutions. 

When a customer order is received the good will be shipped from the ELC or SPC to the specified 

destination. In both situations the goods move from the customer's warehouse, through the EL infrastructure 

to the final destination. 

When the return and repair of broken parts takes place the flow is directed in the opposite direction of the 

other good flows. The RRI solution is an extension of the SIM and the DEl solutions. 
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Logistics Processes 

Condusion 

This chapter discussed EL in more detail , providing a larger insight in the EL organization, services and 

processes that are designed to serve the ad-hoc type of business EL finds herself in. This insight provides 

not only understanding for the problem, assignment and research design that are expounded in the next 

chapter, but also tor the remaining analysis and design phases. 
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Chapter 3 Research Design 

3.1 Introduetion 

Th is chapter focuses on the various aspects of the research design. The research design covers the method 

that will lead to a validated answer on the research questions and to the tulfilment of the assignment. First 

the problem background and the problem itself are descri bed, foliowed by the tormulation of the assignment. 

Third the research methodology is addressed including the research model and research questions. The 

approach to develop the cost estimation model, based on the current practices in the EL organization and 

theory, as well as the resulting analysis and design are included. This chapter concludes with a final 

statement. 

3.2 Problem background 

The last few years DHL GCS Express Logistics (EL) has been growing at a very fast rate : In 1996 EL started 

with designing and building a logistics netwerk, in 1998 the first customers entered this netwerk and in 2002 

the total revenues grew to $130 million. EL's plans are to maintain growth according to targets that have 

been set intheEL growth plan. Targets in the growth plan have been set at growing EL revenue by 57% per 

year while margins are expected to improve from 5% netto 10% net within three years. Due to this explosive 

growth, some of the systems, infrastructure and management systems are not suitable to run current 

volumes and are certainly not set up to cope with future, much larger, volumes. 

Furthermore customer requirements have changed in time. Due to the outsourcing and one-stop-shop 

trends, customers are outsourcing larger parts of the supply chain and due to the trend of mergers, 

acquisitions and globalisation, larger customers than ever befere ask for Els services. This results in larger 

outsourcing projects that are tendered on the market This type of projects can double or even triple the 

current revenue of EL, meaning that other volume requirements are put upon the EL infrastructure than have 

been in the last few years. 

Therefore there are current and potential gaps between the systems and infrastructure EL needs and the 

systems and infrastructure that are available. The current key issues are: 

EL does not have the ability to automate processes appropriately for larger volumes. IT-systems are 

outdated using manual data entry and they can't handle the large volumes of new business coming in. 

EL does not have the required infrastructure to support these large volumes 

EL does not have an accurate and detailed management information system that is designed to support 

management decision-making. 

Currently various projects are taking place to solve some of the issues mentioned above step by step. 

Negotiations are taking place with regards to the integration of IT-systems and the renewal and expansion of 

the EL infrastructure. An EL Quality project has been initiated with the primary goal of improving business 
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processes. Furthermore on a global scale people are structuring and standardizing cost analysis systems in 

the insourced EL facilities by the design and the implementation of an activity-based casting (ABC) system. 

This ABC-system is planned to generate current and up-to-date costs trom January 2004 on. 

3.3 Problem 

At this moment EL management is negotiating large contracts with potential customers. The prices used in 

these negotiations are based on rough estimates of current and future costs. The management does not 

know if and in what order they can expect profitability trom these contracts while negotiating , and hence 

have a weak position. lt has happened already that large projects that were handled by EL cost more than 

expected . lt is important to still attract customers even with a smallloss because they are required to cover 

at least constant costs and contribute to the development of the infrastructure. Customers served also 

contribute in attracting sim i lar new customers. Absence of the accurate and useful management intermation 

on costs keeps on causing issues when negotiating and setting prices. 

The problem can be defined as fellows: 

"The management of DHL GCS Express Logistics has problems in estimating the financial consequences of 

additional volume on the infrastructure, because cost estimations on the logistics infrastructure are too 

generic and not suitable for management decisions. Therefore false assumptions might be made in 

calculating and terecasting margins, resulting in unnecessary losses for the company when projects are 

implemented." 

3.4 Research objective 

Static intermation about current costs of the Express Logistics netwerk as obtained trom the ABC-system 

isn't sufficient as management has issues in calculating the future impact of large potential customers on the 

costs of the EL infrastructure. Th is intermation is required for the management decision-making process and 

for negotiating purposes. 

Prices set by EL for new customers can have a negative profitability in a small time frame. This is trom a 

strategie point of view: a new customer first brings a small part of his business to EL and when the customer 

is satisfied with the results , he will probably outsouree more of his logistics activities to EL. EL now assumes 

that this increase of business in a larger time frame will make the customer still profitable. 

The secend assumption made by EL is that the new business will not only increase profitability for the new 

customer, but also for existing customers as trom gains trom economies of scale. This will provide a larger 

profitability in total fora facility and is included in the profitability assumptions for the new customer as well. 

However, at the moment, EL already counts on a certain cost decrease per airway bill (AWB) as gained trom 

handling larger volumes (number of services and storage space sold) during the first negotiations with a 

company. But actually EL management assumes that there will be a cost decrease per unit hand led , but it's 
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not known nor proven that there will be a cost decrease as an effect of volume changes. And ifthere is a 

cost decrease per unit handled , it is unknown how this decrease will develop and which unit cost will 

decrease as a result trom that. 

The objective is formulated as follows: 

"Design a model that can be used to estimate the impact of {large) volume changes in the logistics 

infrastructure of DHL GCS Express Logistics on costs. This model will be used to support the management 

of DHL Express Logistics to better assess future profitability and strengthen the Express Logistics position in 

negotiations with potentiallarge customers." 

The design of the cost estimation model (CEM) and the necessary data will be based on and retrieved trom 

the European part of the Express Logistics lnfrastructure including: 

The Express Logistics Centre (ELC) in Brussels, 

The Logistics Customer Service Centre (LCSC) in Brussels, 

The European Strategie Parts Centre (SPC) Networkin (western) Europe. 

The decision has been made in consultwithEL management, not to use information trom the African , Middle 

East or other emerging markets infrastructures in the European region. Nor will the physical distribution 

between ELC/SPC and the final destination be explored , because that part has been outsoureed to third 

parties and the standard DHL network. The project is sponsored by the EL EMEA organization , but it will be 

translated to and implemenled in other EL regions when possible. The assumption is that the properties per 

region are the same and only differ in insignificant details. 

3.5 Research Methodology 

A research methodology is developed with the use of the modelling technique that has been developed by 

Verschuren en Doorewaard (2000]. The research model shown in tigure 3.1 is the guide to achieve the main 

objective of this research : the tulfilment the assignment. This can be achieved by the design of a valid cost 

estimation model that suits the EL organization . 

3.5.1 Research Questions 

The research is guided in more detail with the use of research questions that are the base for the research 

model. Four questions have been formulated : 

1. Which criteria can be defined for a cost estimation model for EL in order to create a model that 

harmonizes with stakeholders and current practices of EL? 

2. Which cost estimation methods and systems are advised in theory and answer to the criteria developed 

with research question 1? 

3. How can the most appropriate cost estimation method be combined with current practices of EL in order 

to design a cost estimation model for EL? 
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4. How can the EL cost estimation model, designed in research question 3, be validated with a test that 

can be performed within the current situation at EL and in a limited time frame? 

3.5.2 Research Model 

First criteria need to be formulated that ensure that the resulting design harmonizes with the requirements of 

the stakeholders within EL and the organization. A theoretica! review leads to methods that can be used for 

cost estimation purposes. The method that wil I be used for cost estimation in EL is selected based on the set 

criteria. The cost estimation model (CEM) is designed with the selected method and based on the current 

practices of EL. A test ensures a validated CEM for EL. 
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Research Model 

In this chapter the research methodology is described as a study that uses available practical information 

substantiated by cost estimation methods available in theory to meet the objective of the research project, 

which is the design of a cost estimation model (CEM) for Express Logistics. First of all criteria are developed 

in order to make sure that the designed cost estimation model is in line with the requirements of 

stakeholders and the EL organization. A method is chosen from theory that meets the criteria and is 

combined with the current practices of EL into the CEM. In order to deliver a validated CEM, the model is 

tested. The design is used as a guide through the project and this report has been written in line with the 

research methodology. Chapter 4 starts therefore with discussing the set of criteria where the cost 

estimation model suspends on. 
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Analysis Phase 
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Chapter 4 Criteria for the CEM 

4.1 Introduetion 

This chapter deals with the first research question regarding the criteria that the final CEM needs to meet. 

The research question is: Which criteria can be defined for a cost estimation model for EL in order to ereale 

a model that harmonizes with stakeholders and current practices of EL? 

The CEM needs to meet the requirements that are created by the criteria. The CEM is validaled as useful for 

and applicable to EL when this will be accomplished. The criteria also assure that the model can be applied 

to the other EL regions outside EMEA. This chapter discusses the five criteria of the CEM considering !heir 

development and their definition . A concluding remark closes the chapter. 

4.2 Criteria development 

The criteria have first been formulated using the information gathered from company information files , 

discussion with experts and discussion with stakeholders. Stakeholders are the EL EMEA logistics directer, 

the EL infrastructure manager, the EL infrastructure planning & engineering manager, the GCS pricing 

manager and the Global quality manager. The initiator of the assignment, the EMEA logistics directer, 

checked the first draf! of criteria and gave recommendations for improvements. First improvements were 

carried through the draf! and aftera discussion session with the stakeholders of the CEM , the final list of 

criteria was formulated and approved. This approval by the stakeholders is important to ensure that the right 

objective is chased in the project, that all requirements are covered with the criteria and to gain support for 

the output that will be created by the final CEM. 
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4.3 Criteria for the CEM 

The five criteria are: fit, information availability, output requirements, visibility and usability and are defined 

as follows: 

Fit 

The criterion "fit" defines the requirement that the CEM needs to be compatible with cost analysis and 

management information systems that are currently used in EL. This ascertains that the CEM uses the same 

data format as currently used in the EL systems and the possibility of linking the CEM to the current systems 

remains. Current cost analysis systems are the ABC-system and general financial management information 

systems as tor instanee profit and loss statements and periadie details on revenue, yield, and growth. 

lnformation availability 

The criterion "information availability" determines the need of the CEM to perfarm within the limits of 

availability of detailed information. In the first place there is no detailed historie information available within 

EL on development of costs relating to volume changes. Secondly the information that (potential) customers 

provide to EL in a request for quotation (RFQ) (see section 6.5) is limited and often exaggerated by the 

customer. Because RFQ information is used as input for the cost estimation model, this limit should be taken 

into account. 

Output requirements 

The output created by the CEM will be used as a foundation for price setting and negotiations. Therefore the 

GEM-output should contain information to support this purpose, and it should also be presented in an 

understandable and ready-to-use format. 

Visibility 

The methods and processes that are used tor the estimation of costs should be clear to the user. So on the 

one hand he can update or imprave the CEM and on the other hand he is able to adjust the estimated result 

when appropriate. 

Usability 

The fifth criterion argues that the model should not only be user friendly, but that it should have a user

friendly interface as well. This means that it is clear where certain input needs to be entered and that it is 

also clear in which unity this input should be entered. The user should not need to carry out complicated 

calculations when using the CEM. Usability eneaurages the actual use of the model after it has been 

implemented. 

4.4 Condusion 

The first research question "Which criteria can be defined tor a CEM tor EL in order to create a model that 

harmonizes with stakeholders and current practices of EL?" has been answered in this chapter with the 

development of five criteria. The five criteria verbalize the demands that EL stakeholders make on a cost 

estimation system. 
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The criteria are: fit , information availability, output requirements , visibility and usability. When these criteria 

are met by the CEM , the CEM is "suitable for Express Logistics". The criteria have been a guide in the 

theoretica! exploration and the choice tor a cost estimation method as well as in the further design of the 

CEM tor EL. 

The next chapter describes the theoretica! exploration from where the choice of the cost estimation method 

ensues. This method is applied to the current practices of EL in chapter 6 and chapter 7. 
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Chapter 5 Theoretica! Exploration 

5.1 Introduetion 

"There is an inseparable relationship between cost estimating and cost analysis. Even though the two 

disciplines are functionally separate, they are interrelated so that each depends on the other. Cos! 

estimating , the process of predicting or forecasting the cos! of a work activity or work output, depends on 

inputs trom the cost analysis activity, which is the process of studying and organizing past costs and future 

estimates" [Stewart, Wyskida & Johannes, 1995]. 

In line with this commentary on the si de of these cost estimation specialists, this chapter has been divided in 

two parts. The first part elaborates on cost analysis in logistics environments and the information that 

logistics management needs tor decision-making. The second part focuses on cost estimation methods that 

can be applied , basedon cost analysis methods and management information requirements, foliowed by the 

choice of the cost estimation method that will be used tor the CEM tor EL. This method needs to be in line 

with the criteria posed in the previous chapter. The chapter will end with a concluding statement. 

5.2 Cost analysis and management information in logistics environments 

The operational process of a logistics organization differs trom the operational process of a manufacturing 

organization: there are no goods purchased or sold. Only production resources are purchased and logistics 

services are delivered to the customer. Logistics services can vary in combinations of activities that are 

carried out, units of handling, products grouped into units of handling, specifications of logistics services and 

in customers of the principal customer. This variety in services can be retrieved in the problems of 

management information in logistics environments [Van Damme, 2000]. 

Van Damme [Van Damme, 2000] distinguished the management information purpose of different types of 

financial information in favour of managerial decision-making in logistics environments (table 5.1 ). The first 

insight in the table , the cost insight, shows the calculation of logistics costs of processes and cost objects 

and is required in order to create the other five insights shown in the table. 

Financial information for management in logistics organizations is normally concentraled on cost assignment 

and cost reduction . With traditional costing systems it is not possible to adequately assign costs to logistics 

services, because the same resources are used for various logistics services, and there is a fuzzy boundary 

between one service and the other. The foundation of the problems of management information in logistics 

lies not in the amount of information that is available for management, but the quality of that information . 

Cost information of high quality is not obtainable with the traditional costing systems [Van Damme, 2000]. 

Tomeet this need tor appropriate product costing systems (PCSs) in logistics, many have been engaged in 

the last decade in the use of existing PCSs and the creation of new methods. lt seems to be the general 
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agreement among specialists that activity-based-costing (ABC) is the most applicable instrument that is 

currently available [Cooper & Kaplan, 1991; Pohlen & Lalonde, 1994; Van Damme, 2000; Lin, Collins & Su, 

2001]. 

Table 5.1 

Purposes offinancial information viewpoints in logistics environments [Van Damme, 2000] 

2. Comparison of logistics processes among each other or with 

objectives 

3. Ta riff setting of logistics services 

4. Profitability analysis of processes and cost objects 

5. Determination of potential performance improvements (beforehand) 

6. Determination of realized performance improvements (afterwards) 

Process diagnosis 

Ta riff setting 

Profitability analysis 

Decision support 

Decision evaluation 

"In ABC the cost of a product is the sum of the costs of all activities required to manufacture and deliver the 

product. .. to trace costs deriving trom activities unrelated to volume requires allocation bases that 

themselves are independent of volume" [Cooper & Kaplan, 1991]. The ditterenee between ABC and the 

traditional PCSs is that ABC traces costs to products according to the activities performed on them and 

hence revealing the links between performing particular activities and the demands those activities make on 

an organizatien 's resources. Coopers framework tor analysing activities consists of tour levels of cost-driving 

activities: unit level , batch level, product leveland facility level [Cooper & Kaplan, 1991]. This hierarchy of 

drivers makes it possible to assign costs in logistics services. 

Although applicable, implementation of ABC in logistics still creates several challenges compared to the 

implementation in a manufacturing environment [Pohlen & Lalonde, 1994]: 

• The output of logistics in harder to define than, tor instance, in manufacturing environments 

• Activity response to service requests may be less predictabie 

• Joint capacity represents a high portion of total costand is ditticuit to link to output related activities. 

Drawbacks of ABC in logistics are not only identified in the implementation challenges. First there is the lack 

of perfect cost data. Although ABC does help to bring true costs to the light, the near impossibility of tracking 

and attaching every resource cost to a particular activity remains. Managers also tend to forget about the 

customer service element of logistics and strictly focus on costs alone. This can result in a lack of important 

trade-offs between the cost of the logistics tunetion and the customer service level that it wants to obtain. 

Then there is the effect of interna I politics that can appear on the scene when answers derived trom the ABC 

system are not received well and acted on tor fear of losing a job or dramatic changes that may be 

necessary. Finally one can observe an issue in the application of major changes in cost information systems 

such as costand time [Lin , Collins & Su, 2001]. 
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5.3 Cost estimation in logistics environments 

Cast estimation must be seen a dynamic and integral part of the technica! and financial functions of an 

organization or business activity. Cast estimating activities farm a link between cast accounting and cast 

management [Stewart, Wyskida & Johannes, 1995], and is becoming more complex and integrally 

intertwined with cast management. Figure 5.1 shows the intervention of the cast estimation function from 

inputs through cast accounting and cast estimation adjustments to cast management and relevant outputs. 

Accounting standards support cast accounting, product/service definitions function as base for cast 

estimation exercises in order to complete input for cast management according to management oversight 

requirements. This results in the outputs that can be used. 

Accounting ProducV Management 
Standards Service oversight 

Delinition Requirements 

,, ,, .,,. 
Inputs 

1-+1 
Co st 

~ 
Cost 

~ 
Cost 

f---+ 
Outputs 

Accounting Estimation Management 

t I 
Figure 5.1 

Cos! estimation activities as part of the overall business activity 

Research has been done in the past with the purpose of find ing accurate cast estimation methods. Several 

specialists have found solutions to the estimation question, but their focus has been mainly on the estimation 

of casts in the design phase of a products life cycle. This is understandable, because ca . 80% of life cycle 

casts of a product are fixed in the design phase [Bayou and Reinstein , 1998]. The topics of extensive 

research can be roughly divided in two groups of projects: construction projects or projects of products that 

need to be manufactured. 

The total available theory on the subject of cast estiation in logistics is scarce. The first reason could be that 

the logistics function gained interest only since the last decade. The second reason could be that logistics 

companies find themselves, as other companies, in a highly competitive environment and do nat want to 

share their knowledge [van den Hoven, 2004]. 

5.4 Cost estimation methods applicable to logistics environments 

Although there is no dedicated methad for cast estimation in logistics environments there are methods that 

can be applied to logistics environments. The information requirements that are needed for the estimation 

methods are used as a criterion for the methods to be applicable, because availability of the necessary 

information is one of the ma in issues in casting logistics environments (see section 5.2). The ma in methods 

available in theory that might be of interest for logistics environments are statistic cast estimation , activity-
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based-budgeting, cost estimation using neural networks or linear programming, and parametrie cost 

estimation. 

5.4.1 Statistica! cost estimation 

The statistica! cost estimation has been used in a study on the relation between the performance of the US 

National Airspace System (NAS) and airline cost. The cost functions have been estimated by using historica! 

data of 10 US dornestic airlines and NAS performance metrics. Detailed historie information was here 

available. The outcome supported the outcome of various other studies and proved a linkage between 

infrastructure investments, system performance and economie benefits (Han01] . This type of linkage (cost 

and performance) could be used in logistics as well , although depending on the situation and the available 

(historie) information. 

5.4.2 Activity-based budgeting 

Budgeting resembles cost estimation , because budgeting tries to estimate costs of an upcoming period in 

timebasedon the cost numbers of the current period , assuming a certain growth ordecline of the business 

in the upcoming period . Since ABC-systems are most recommended (see section 5.2) for logistics 

environments, activity-based-budgeting (ABB) could therefore be beneficia! as well. ABB is, in principal , the 

reverse process of ABC. In theory it sounds simple: insert the demand into the ABC system and , ran 

backwards, it will calculate the future demand for resources (Cooper and Slagmulder, 2000-1] . In practice, 

there appear to be problems for implementing ABB (Liu , Martin and Robinson, 2002] . The fundamental 

ditterenee is that ABC-systems model the way resources are consumed and ABB how resources are 

acquired . The ABB needs to contain information about the way resources are consumed and there's need to 

understand the relationship between secondary output quantities and secondary resource consumption. 

Therefore Cooper and Slagmulder advise for implementers to develop an ABB application method that is 

less demanding of future output information [Cooper and Slagmulder, 2000-2] . Another backdraftof ABB is 

that first an ABC-system needs to be implemenled before the ABB can be developed. 

5.4.3 Neural networks 

On the one hand a neural networks is nota cost estimation method, since a neural networkis a supporting 

computer application that can link different probably dependent factors and that has a learning function. On 

the other hand a neural network develops functional relationships between the change of parameters and 

the final cost by itself. Therefore a neural network should be named in one line with cost estimation methods. 

lt has already been successfully used in this area [AI-Tebtabai, Alex and Tantash , 1999]. A major drawback 

is that it is time consuming to install the neural network and a lot of detailed historica! data is required . The 

latter is one of the issues in logistics product costing as discussed in section 5.2. 

5.4.4 Linear programming 

Functional relationships are also computed in linear programming , but they are used for optimisation 

purposes. While this is not the first objective of a cost estimation method, it does present the reason why 

companies would like to know the result of the cost estimation exercise: can current costs be reduced while 

keeping the value of the product on the same level? Such a research project has been carried out for a 

distribution problem within a logistics environment and has been successfully implemenled in a distribution 
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situation [Balakrishnan , Natarajan and Pangburn, 2000]. Linear programming can be an option tor cost 

estimation in a logistics environment, but only tor special purposes and with detailed information available. 

5.4.5 Parametrie cost estimation 

Parametrie cost estimation is the process of estimating costs by using mathematica! equations that relale 

cost to one or more physical or performance variables associating with the item being estimated [Stewart, 

Wyskida and Johannes, 1995]. Normally these variables are distinguished trom other approaches to cost 

estimation as tor example with the use of stalistic relationships. Parametrie cost estimation is a very general 

and commonly used method. The technique is most commonly used in the definition and early design stages 

of projects when there is insufficient information to perform a detailed engineering estimate and it is used in 

many different industries and product phases. lt is usually taster in execution than detailed methods, 

requires less Iabour resources to execute and is more adaptable to computerization. Parametrie cost 

estimation requires good statistica! relationships between cost and cost predielive variables or cost drivers. 

Attention is usually focussed and concentraled on only the true cost drivers in a project, while less important 

details are ignored. Parametrie cost estimation equations are often called cost estimation relationships 

(CER). Cost is the dependent variabie in CER and physical or performance inputs are the independent 

variables. GERs relale cost to relatively high-level measurements of capacity or performance: the type of 

information that is available early. 

Since GERs are developed with mathematica! methods in various ways and in various forms as well , they 

can be applied to specific situations using the mathematica! method that is in line with the available 

information in the company. lf a large amount of the required historie information is available, one could tor 

example use neural networks to deliver the final parameters. With less information, one could use a stalistic 

method that aligns to the available information and the required parameter. 

5.5 Cast estimatian methad far EL 

The cost estimation method that meets the criteria of the GEM that are described in chapter 4, should be 

suitable tor EL. Table 5.2 shows in the first column the method per row as row title and in the first row the 

criteria per column as column title. The two best fitting methods per criterion are indicated in the table. The 

best method per criterion received 2 points, the second best received 1 point. The table is drawn up with 

judgement of the researcher. 

Table 5.2 

Cos! estimation methods and CEM criteria 

F1t Output Input ViSiblhty Usab1hty Total 

reqUirements ava1lab1hly 

Statistical 0 

ABB 2 1 3 

Neural Network 2 1 3 

Linear Programming 1 1 

Parametrie 1 1 2 2 2 "8) 
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From this table it is possible to derive the best applicable method for the EL situation : the parametrie cost 

estimation method . The method is represented as the best or second best option for every criterion. The 

total score (8 points) is also significantly higher than the total score of the other methods. 

5.6 Condusion 

This chapter discussed the theory behind cost estimation for logistics environments and the relevant topics 

of management information systems and product costing for logistics environments. lt appears that it is 

difficult to obtain or produce the right, high quality (cost) information that logistics managers need for their 

decision-making . Product cost information is the base information from which other management information 

can be extracted . Activity based costingis most recommended for product costingin logistics environments. 

This chapter provides an answer to the second research question "Which cost estimation methods and 

systems are advised in theory and answer to the criteria developed with research question 1 ?" Five cost 

estimation methods have been found applicable to logistics environments: statistic cost estimation, Activity 

based budgeting, estimation with neural networks and linear programming, and parametrie cost estimation. 

The most preferabie method fortheEL situation is the parametrie cost estimation method. This method met 

most criteria for the CEM and is therefore the best option. An additional argument is that parametrie cost 

estimation is suitable for estimating with insufficient information in early phases in a project. Because of the 

many ways in which parametrie cost estimation can be applied , the cost estimator can determine the 

required output and the ease of use. Visibility will be created by the use of the ABG-system, si nee the ABG

system gives a clearer view on cost calculation , which is accompanied by a clearer view on the processes in 

the GEM. 

The next chapter, chapter 6, addresses the current practices at EL and how this information can be used in 

the design of the GEM for Express Logistics. 
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Chapter 6 Current practice 

6.1 Introduetion 

The discussion of the current practices in this chapter comprehends on the one hand the practices of the EL 

costs and on the ether hand the practice of the EL revenue. The cost part consists of a description of 

relevant facility cost figures & structure. The revenue part consists of the way customers are invoiced. The 

chapter ends with an explanation regarding responses on a request tor quotatien with the relevant 

management intermation requirements and a conclusion. 

6.2 Facility finances 

6.2.1 Express Logistics cost breakdown 

The total costs in an EL region can be split in costs tor eperating the solutions, and costs tor supporting 

solutions and the EL organization. Operational costs can be split in costs tor insourced and outsoureed 

facilities and costs of IT. lnsourced facilities can be split in ELC and LCSC costs , whilst outsoureed facilities 

are split in SPC and transport (see tigure 6.1 ). According to the final cost figures of 2003, transport takes up 

to 56% of total operational costs into account and theether facilities theether 44% of the operational costs. 

In soureed 
lnfrastructure Facilities 

Operational 
Co st 

Outsoureed 

TataiEL 
Cast 

EMEA 

IT Dedicated Support 

Figure 6.1 

Support 
Casts 

General Support 

Total Cost breakdown for EMEA region 

The work breakdown structures of the facilities in more detail are explained in the next subsection. The work 

breakdown elements show the general structure of the facility cost eentres and how resources are divided 

according to general process steps or groups that contribute to more than one process step. For SPCs this 

breakdown has been modelled based on the SPC rate structure (see table 6.2). 
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ELC 

ELC resources have been split into four groups performing different tasks. Persennel resources largely 

delermine the cost of inbound, outbound and overhead activities, whilst property/machines/equipment 

resources delermine slorage costs. More details on ELC work breakdown are shown in tigure 6.2. 

Administration Administration PalletArea Management 

Operations Operations Racking Area Other Expenses 

Floor Space Area 

Figure 6.2 

ELC work breakdown structure 

LCSC 

The two largest cost groups in the LCSC are persennel costs and property/machines/ equipment costs. The 

work breakdown structure (see tigure 6.3) shows this split up. 

l LCSC 
J 

I 

Same-Day Team Next-Day Team Management Property, 
Machines, 
Equipment 

--{ Office Hours Order 

Response 

--{ Out of Office Hours 

order response 

Figure 6.3 

LCSC work breakdown structure 
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SPC 

The SPC werk breakdown structure has been structured according to the SPC rate structure. This displays 

the main causes and reasens of costs billed by SPCs (see tigure 6.4 and table 6.2). 

Transportation 

Figure 6.4 

SPC work breakdown structure 

6.2.2 lnsourced facilities 

The insourced facilities (LCSC and ELC) report with monthly and annual profit & loss statements (P&L) 

accompanied by general volume figures. The "loss" part of the statement is divided in eight categories (see 

appendix C) called cost centres: 

1. Persennel costs ; this category includes all persennel costs split into frontline persennel costs and 

management costs 

2. Transport costs; costof vans: sametimes these are used additionally tor deliveries 

3. Operational costs; costs of operational purchases, tor example uniforms or packaging materials 

4. Property, machines and equipment; costs include tor example rent, maintenance of machines and cost 

of IT -system 

5. Travel and entertainment; costs of business travel and additional expenses 

6. Professional Fees; tees that are tor example rewarded as a bonus 

7. AP and promotions; lnternal and external promotions 

8. Service costs ; costs of various sourees and purposes as recruitment, telephone and printing 

Although EL stores many products and parts tor customers, customers keep ownership of the stock and are 

responsible tor replenishments as well. Therefore there is no cost group that applies especially to inventory. 

Risk of breaking and damage is covered by special insurances. The inventory that is kept tor operational 

purposes, as tor instanee special packaging, is included in the operational cost centre. 
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6.2.3 Largest cost groups 
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Figure 6.5a 

ELC proportions of casts 

According to the financial numbers of 2002, there are three cost eentres in the ELC that take 95% of the total 

costs into account (figure 6.5a): Personnel (64%) , Operations (5%) and Property, machines and equipment 

(29%). 
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Figure 6.5b 

LCSC proportions of casts 

In the LCSC only two costeentres are responsible tor 97% of the total costs (figure 6.5b): Personnel (85%) 

and Property, machines and equipment (12%). The three largest cost eentres will be discussed in this 

section. 

Cost of personnel 

Human resources are by far the largest cost 

group in the EL facilities. The costs can be split in 

constant and variabie costs (table 6.1). 

Constant costs exist of the cost of management 

and support personnel. Constant costs do not 

change with the number of services performed as 

shown in tigure 6.2a and 6.2b with the horizontal 

line. 

Variabie costs are costs that change with the 

number of logistics units handled (see section 6.3 

I 

Table 6.1 

Type of personnel casts 

Personnel Casts 1n ELC and LCSC 

General Manager 

Senior Operatiens Manager 

Business Administration Manager 

Senior Supervisor 

Duty Manager 

Health and safety officer 

Finance manager 

Analyst 

Training supervisor 

Support Manager 

Secretary 
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tor a detailed explanation of logistics units). Variabie personnel costs exist of the cost of frontline personnel 

and dedicated supervisors that do part of the frontline work as well. 

Personnel normally cause a stepped line in the graph of a cost-volume function . Supervisors, who's number 

of personnel only increases when the number of frontline personnel increases, cause a larger step in the 

same function . This larger step is marked in figures 6.6a and 6.6b with the red circles. 

i i 

Figure 6.6a Figure 6.6b 

Stepped tunetion of personnel costs Continuous tunetion of personnel costs 

Displaying a stepped tunetion has the advantage of the exact information of the change in cost with the 

number of units served. But this way of showing costs , gives a turbid view of the situation to the decision 

maker. The exact number of units to be served that result in a new investment is not specified to one unit in 

estimation, resulting in a range of number of units in which the investment could occur. A decision maker 

can therefore receive faulty information with the resulting wrong decisions as well. In the estimation of 

personnel costs, the decision maker is better informed with insight in the development of costs within a 

range of unit increases than in the possible numbers of units causing possibly an investment. Therefore 

stepped functions in personnel costs are remodelled, in consult with EL experts, into a continuous tunetion 

(see tigure 6.6b, green line). The total costs of both approaches are the same. 

Personnel can become more efficient during the time that they worked in a 

process or the amount of units that are handled. Efficiencies are gained 

when personnel just starts working quicker in general as the result of an 

increased workload, and when personnel starts working more efficient as 

the result of learning. Impravement of speed of working can be 

determined by comparison of historie numbers in total workload and 

Î 
Ca pa city 
u sage 
per unit 

Efficiency 
impravement trom 
the beginning 

Minimum ca 
perunit 

available personnel. This impravement of personnel efficiency is called a ~ 

learning curve (see tigure 6.7) [Stewart, Wyskida and Johannes, 1995]. As Figure 6.7 

there is no information available about personnel efficiency within EL, the Learning curve with constant cost 
factor 

course of the learning curve needs to be estimated. With the estimate and 

the information of current way of working it is possible to develop a first learning curve that is related to the 

growth of business (see appendix K). A second way of calculating the efficiency of personnel is the 

efficiency in time, for instanee the speed of working increases with a percentage per year. The learning 

curve also implies that when a new person starts a job or the job itself is new, the speed of handling 
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decreases compared to average speed of working. Learning also implies that when a process changes, 

productivity temporarily decreases. 

Costof property, machines and equipment 

This cost group is considered constant, but additional investments could be 

needed for a larger accommodation when the required storage space is larger 

than the available storage space of the current warehouse. The line in the cost 

volume graph shows in that case a leap upwards (see tigure 6.8). In order to 

assess the need for an investment one needs to know which percentage of 

total storage capacity is already used and how much is required for a new 

RFQ. lt is important to take the maximum utilization of a warehouse into 

account. 85% is the maximum utilization of a warehouse that can be used for 

storage and the remaining 15% is needed for handling purposes. The capacity 

usage is important since storage is too expensive for capacity usage to be too 

i 
eest 

Figure 6.8 

Two ways of displaying cost of 
property machines and equipment 

low and investment in new or additional space is necessary when the maximum capacity limit is reached. An 

explanation can be found in appendix D. 

Cost of operations 

The costof operations in the warehouses is mostly variabie and varies with the 

number of cost objects served (see tigure 6.9). In the ELC 60% of the total cost 

per time period is directly assigned to customers. This can be, for instance, the 

cost of storing and operating "dry ice" and the special boxes required for 

transporting this product. The other 40% of the costs contains costs that are 

not specified by EL with detailed data. In the current ABC system they are 

assigned to cost objects with a key based on the activity time studies. 

6.2.4 Outsoureed facilities 

i 
casts 

Figure 6.9 

Two ways of displaying cost of 
operations 

Outsoureed facilities send a monthly invoice to EL. Since transport lays outside the scope of this research , 

only SPC handling costs will be discussed here. For the SPCs this invoice is divided in tive categories [SPC 

Monthly Reporting Procedure, 2000): transport services, warehousing services, tixed charges, out of office 

hours charges, and others. The invoice is received, checked and allocated to EL by WEL, the Worldwide 

Express Logistics billing entity. Table 6.2 shows the detailed SPC rate structure as billed to EL. Transport 

charges have been included in the SPC rates, because SPCs are responsible for the delivery themselves 

and invoice this effort to EL. SPCs can be large or small : this depends on the location and the degree of 

usage. SPC rates vary trom country to country, but are fixed fora detined period in time. 
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Table 6.2 

SPC Standard Rate schedule, as invoiced to Express Logistics by !he suppliers. 

1.1 Same Day Delivery 1.1.1 Minimum Charge During Offoce Hours 

(One way) 1.1.2 Km (one way) During OffiCe Hours 

1.1.3 Minimum Charge Outside Office Hours 

1.1 .4 Km (one way) Outside Office Hours 

2.1 Shipment Receipt 2.1.1 Shipment Fixed charges per shipment AWB 

2.1.2 Unit Surcharge per unit 

2.2 Shipment Piek & Pack 2.2.1 Shipment Fixed charges per shipment AWB 

2.2.2 Unit Surcharge per unit 

2.3 Counter P/U by Customer 2.3.1 Shipment Fixed charges per shipment AWB 

6.3 Customer lnvoicing 

lnvoices to a customer are based on operations carried out on account of that customer. These operations 

or services are called logistics units. A logistics unit can be for example an order handled or time critica! 

dispatch of an airway bill. "Volume" means in logistics terms the amount of logistics units to handle or to be 

handled. Customers are invoiced for the handling of logistics units in the LCSC and one or more 

warehouses (ELC, SPC). This section will first further discuss logistics units and continue with the customer 

invoicing for the LCSC and the warehouses. 

6.3.1 Logistics units 

EL logistics units are specified in this subsection for both the LCSC and the warehouses. The basic logistics 

units are explained here. The variations in the basic logistics units are explained in sub sections 6.3.2 and 

6.3.3. Every type of logistics unit is handled differently, also depending on the IT-system 

LCSC 

The logistics units for the LCSC are customer orders. A customer order can be defined as the request from a 

customer to deliver a specific product to a specific destination within a predetermined time frame. The 

customer order can varyin the type of order, the type of communication , the computer system used and the 

time on which LCSC receives the order. 
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ELC/SPC 

The logistics units for the warehouses are split in three categories: inbound 

handling, outbound handling and storage. Logistics units for inbound handling and 

outbound handing are airway bills (AWB) , stock keeping units (SKU) and pieces. An 

AWB is the main document spanning and defining a total shipment. lt contains 

information a bout the sender, addressee and the content of the shipment. Appendix 

F shows an example of an AWB. A SKU can be defined as the type of product or 

part that contains a product number or part number. A piece can be defined as the 

actual product or part that needs to be stored and can be labelled with a serial 

number. A storage location in a warehouse can store several pieces of one SKU. 

An AWB contains one or more SKUs and a SKU contains one or more pieces. 

Logistics units in storage are based on the type of storage and the required space. 

The type of storage refers to the size of the storage location and the way the 

product is stored. 

6.3.2 lnvoicing tor LCSC 

EL invoices always contain fees for operations carried out by employees of the 

LCSC. This is due to the fact that every customer needs to contact the LCSC in 

some way or another to be a bietoorder a delivery. 

Type of order 

The type order is mainly related to the solution provided to the customer. Same-day 

Table 6.3 

LCSC same-day order 
types 

Same-day order types 

Telephone order 

T elephone order with 

extra activities 

Fax/e-mail order 

Fax/e-mail order with 

extra activities 

Next flight out 

telephone order 

Next flight out fax/e

mail order 

On board courier 

telephone order 

On board courier 

fax/e-mail order 

orders for the SIM-solution (see table 6.3) and next-day orders for the DEl solution (see table 6.4) . The type 

of communication with the customer and the type of data entry used distinguishes the orders as well. 

Table 6.4 

LCSC next-day 
order types 

Next-day order 

types 

ELC 

SPC 

CS3 

lnnovate IT 

Globe 

EDI 

Time of contact 

The time of contact relates to the same-day orders that can be received on any time of day 

or night. Orders can be received inside and outside of office hours. The costs of handling 

are different and this is invoiced to the customer. 60% of total same-day order calls are 

received within office hours, 40% outside office hours. 

Reported Activities 

A customer can request additional services in every type of facility, next to the standard 

services. An example is "cycle counting", an inventory check, in the storage area of the 

ELC or "data entry in customer system" in the LCSC. The additional requested services 

are called "reported activities", and the time it takes to handle the requested activity are 

registered and invoiced directly to the customer per hour reported. 

Logistics units in the LCSC consist of combinations of the factors that are shown in one of 

the tables 6.3 and 6.4. This can be for example a telephone order in office hours with 

manual data entry on CS3. 
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6.3.3 ELC/SPC 
Table 6.5 

lnbound shipments ELC/SPC 

Customers receive invoices containing charges in the three categories tor 

logistics units handled and tor activities performed on request of the 

customer. Tariffs tor the customer have been agreed on per logistics unit. 

These categories are listed and briefly explained below: 

lnbound handling {IB) 

lnbound handling is the part of the logistics process that takes care of the 

incoming shipments by unpacking, registering , if necessary customs 

clearing, and the placing of pieces in storage. lnbound logistics units are 

combinations of the type of AWB, the contentand the type of IT -system used 

{see table 6.5) . 

ELC inbound AWB are most of the time of the ECX type. Th is is a shipment trom inside the Europaan Union. 

Somecustomers have more inbound WPX than inbound ECX AWBs. A WPX shipment is a shipment trom 

outside the Europaan Union. A tew customers use both type of AWBs in about the same amounts. This is 

important because the type of AWB has a large impact on the administration time. The reason is that WPX 

AWBs need to be cleared tor customs and ECX AWBs do not. 

The average number of inbound SKUs per AWB is 4.5, with varying numbers of SKU per customer between 

3.5 and 5.3. The varianee per month on the average SKU/AWB is small : 0.53. Therefore it is possible to use 

the average number of SKU/AWB when there is no information available on this in the RFQ {see appendix 

L) . 

Table 6.6 

Outbound shipments 
ELC/SPC 

Office hours deliveries 

Out of office hours 

deliveries 

Outbound handling {OB) 

Outbound handling is the part of the logistics process that takes care of the 

shipments leaving the warehouse by picking and registering the parts or produels 

that need to be shipped, compiling of required documents, packing and the transfer 

to the carrier. Outbound logistics units are combinations of the type of AWB , the 

content, the IT -system used and other special handling requirements as listed in 

table 6.6. SPC outbound logistics units have another specification that contains the 

time of the request tor the required delivery. 

ELC outbound AWBs are most of the time of the ECX type with some exceptions 

{see appendix L). The reason is that the DEI-solution supplies overnight deliveries 

and this is easiest in the Europaan Union , since there is no need tor special customs 

clearance, and other western countries si nee the infrastructure allows tast deliveries. 

As tor inbound handling, the WPX AWBs take more time to processin administration 

than the ECX. 

The average outbound SKU/AWB is 1.15, with varying numbers of SKU per 

customer between 1.12 and 1.24. The varianee per month on the average 

SKU/AWB is even smaller then in the inbound process: 0.002. Therefore it is 
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possible to use the average number of SKU/AWB when there is no information available on this in the RFQ. 

Starage space 

The logistics units for starage space depend on the type of starage and the IT -system 

used (see table 6.7). The space can be calculated in area and in cubic measurements. 

Reported activities 

Reported activities in the ELC/SPCs are treated the same as in the LCSC and the 

logistics unit for reported activities in the warehouses is also the time that it takes for a 

warehousepersen to carry out the activity and is directly invoiced to the customer. 

Reported activities cause between 17% and 25% of the frontline work. 

6.4 Activity-based casting system 

Table 6.7 

Type of starage in 
ELC/SPC 

Slorage 

Racking area 

Pallet area 

Floor area 

Since June 2003, a detailed activity-based costing (ABC) system is being developed to determine the 

current costs of the insourced facilities in detail per logistics unit. In ABC the costs of a period are related to 

resources that have executed activities to fulfil the demand of that period (see chapter 5) . The resources 

assigned can be direct or indirect, but are related to a certain activity. The costs per LU are calculated on a 

three months average. The EL ABC-system shows monthly the total cost per customer, the cost per logistics 

unit per customer and cost per activity per customer. The monthly data can also be combined to an annual 

report of the spent. The ABC-system is manually kept up in Microsoft Excel until a dedicated ABC-system 

application is implemented. This application should be fully implemented in 2004. The EL ABC-system is 

explained in more detail in appendix E. 

6.5 RFQ-response 

When a customer asks EL to compile an offer for the logistics process that the customer wants to outsource, 

he sends a request for quotation (RFQ). EL has to react with offering a salution that fits with the customer's 

requirements and the price of the solution. First a typical RFQ is described foliowed by the cost information 

that EL uses to set and negotiate prices for the solutions and finally the information that EL really needs will 

be discussed. 

6.5.1. RFQ description 

An RFQ contains, aside from general customer company and product information: 

1. The type of service required; e.g. delivery within 2 hours to defined destination 

2. The number of shipments IB and OB; e.g. per month 25 replenishments and 40 deliveries 

3. The performance required ; e.g. 98% should bedelivered within the time frame 

4. The amount of staragespace required ; e.g. 250 m2 

5. The type of starage required ; e.g. racking is the appropriate starage of our products considering the 

size. 

6. The possible destinations of the shipments; e.g. addresses of customers in Stockholm 

7. Sometimes: number of SKUs and Pcs; e.g. an emergency delivery contains on average 3 SKU 
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This list represents the information that is normally available, with intervention from EL consultants, for EL as 

base for cost estimation, pricing and negotiations. 

6.5.2 RFQ response tariff setting 

EL's answer to the customer on the received RFQ is called an RFQ response. EL explains in the RFQ 

response the advised solution that matches the customer's request and the price that is set on this solution. 

The advised solution is normally one of the standard EL solutions with customer specific adjustments. This 

can be for example the SIM-solution in the existing netwerk with additional SPCs that are opened specifically 

for that customer. Another example is that the customer is oftered the DEI-solution , but with specific labels 

on the boxes when they are sent out. The price of the solution is formulated with a tariff per logistics unit for 

performed services and with a tariff per logistics unit per time period for storage space. Tariffs are 

constructed as fellows: First the cost per logistics unit is 

determined using logistics unit costs (LUCs) and the 

information that is gathered from the RFQ. Cost reductions 

per unit are estimated for this situation and deducted from 

the determined LUCs. This results in a cost per logistics 

unit in the longer run. Prices are set based on the 

estimated cost per logistics unit increased with a profit 

margin. This margin includes the coverage of overhead 

costs. 

6.5.3 RFQ response cost information requirements 

Figure 6.10 

Ta riff construction 
for RFQ response 

RFQ responses are thus formulated with use of cost intermation of the situation as it is at the time of the 

RFQ-response (current costs) , and an estimate of the cost reduction that is assumed to occur when the RFQ 

is implemented. This is a limited amount of information. A more complete set of information that is required 

to delermine prices for an RFQ-response is the following : 

lnformation of current costs of facilities and current costs per logistics unit 

Current costs are used as a starting base for the calculations involving the developments of costs with the 

RFQ and in the future , but also as a comparison afterwards to delermine the efficiencies and the effect of 

the RFQ on the facility costs and unit costs. 

lnformation of the development of the costs of facilities and costs per logistics unit 

This intermation is determined trom the current costs and a certain effect of volume and time. This 

intermation is required to delermine the total effect of the RFQ on the current business when including the 

change of the current business in the calculations as wel I. 

Requirements of additional investments 

The question if additional investments are required to handle the additional RFQ is addressed to the 

situation in the beginning after the RFQ has been implemented, and to future situations for future 
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investments. lnvestments normally influence unit casts and facility casts in a different way than the normal 

growth. 

Effect of RFQ on casts of handling existing customers 

This effect camplies with the casts of the current situation where the total cast of the facilities is required in 

order to determine if additional casts should be assigned to the logistics units casts. 

Adopted pricing strategy 

The adopted pricing strategy determines tariff setting tor an RFQ-response that aligns with the strategy that 

is set tor the business unit. 

Optimally, all information should be available in details. However this is nat the case. There is little or no 

knowledge about the development of casts. Nor are there detailed indications tor cast estimation exercises 

based on the available cast information of the current situation. 

But the information that is available at this moment can be used as an input and base to develop methods 

tor acquiring the information that is required to increase the power of EL's negotiation position. The input 

from an RFQ can for instanee be used for the development of the CEM system, as well as the 

measurements that are executed for the ABC-system and the periodical financial information. 

6.6 Condusion 

This chapter described the current practices of EL in two parts. The first part focussed on the structures and 

causes of casts and the second part on the structures of revenue. Casts are related to cast centres, as for 

instanee personnel, of whom the casts behave as a variabie cast or a constant cast. lnvoices paid by 

customers, that are based on logistics units and reported activities executed for the customer, are 

responsible for the revenue 

EL negotiates with customers about the prices of logistics units that the customer needs to pay to EL for 

delivered services. The prices of these logistics units are based on the casts per logistics unit and their 

development during the customers' contract period. But the causes of the casts per logistics unit are 

structured in the way of the cast structure in the EL facilities. A cast estimation model therefore needs to 

create a link between the development of the required capacity and casts per logistics unit and the available 

cast information and structure in the facilities trom the current situation to the end of the customer contract 

period . 

According to the criteria discussed in chapter 4, the cast estimation model should produce the required 

output based on the available information from the current situation and the RFQ, using the current systems 

that are used by EL. The information tor these three criteria is discussed in this chapter. The usability and 

visibility criteria cannot be met by the information displayed in this chapter. 

Chapter 7 explains how the CEM links the cast and the revenue structures and how the CEM can be applied 

to the EL situation. 
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Design Phase 
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Chapter 7 Design 

7.1 Introduetion 

The results as described in the conclusions of the previous chapters are combined in the design of the CEM. 

The parametrie method is chosen as basis for the development of the CEM and the CEM answers to the 

requests explained in chapter 6: " .... A cost estimation model therefore needs to create a link between the 

required costs per logistics unit and the available costs in the facilities from the current situation to the end of 

the customer contract period ... ". The model also needs tomeet the criteria fit, information availability, output 

requirements , visibility and usability. 

First the abstract CEM is described in this chapter foliowed by an explanation of the CEM applied to the 

ELC. A test examines if the CEM meets the five criteria, where after an implementation plan is proposed . A 

concluding statement closes the chapter. 

7.2 Abstract design CEM 

Two interacting models form the CEM: a static model and a dynamic model (figure 7.1 ). The static model 

describes the conversion of the costs of a facility in the current situation into the cost of a logistics unit. The 

dynamic model describes the estimation of the expected total capacity requirements and facility costs during 

the contract period of the new RFQ. This sectien explains the design of the abstract CEM in 6 steps. The 

first three steps apply to the static model and step four, five and six to the dynamic model (see Appendix M 

fora list of assumptions). 

7.2.1 Static model 

The purpose of the static model is to assign the total current facility costs (see sectien 6.2 and appendix C) 

to individual cost objects. Cost objects are the entities that bring about costs (see also the complete list of 

definitions on page 67). They can be found at the base of the total cause of facility costs. A cost object in EL 

is called a logistics unit, as for instanee "lnbound AWB". The assignment of facility costs to individual cost 

objects is accomplished using capacity usage measurements extracted trom the ABC-system. The capacity 

usage is measured in the number of cost driver units used. A cost driver is the mutual cause of the cost in a 

cost pool. A cost driver of a cost pool has two functions: it can be seen as the measurement unit for the 

mutual cause of all costs in that cost pool. And it is a lso used for the delerminatien of the capacity usage in 

its cost pool. 

Step 1: From facility costs to cost centres, cost categories and cost pools 

In the first step the total cost of a facility is assigned to cost pools. A cost pool is the group of costs that is 

caused by the same cost driver. lt contains the costs of categories that can be traeed directly (e.g. pallet 

area) or indirectly (e.g. management) toa group of tasks. A taskis an action that needs to be executed as 

part of the handling process of a logistics unit. The assignment of the facility costs to cost pools, happens in 
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the following manner: Costeentres are indicated in the periodical reports of the company. A cost centre is a 

main split up of costs that captures groups of costs in a facility's P&L statement in one name. An example of 

a cost centre is "personnel costs". The cost eentres are subsequently divided in cost categories. Cost 

categories can be seen as sub cost centres. A cost category in the cost centre "personnel" can be tor 

instanee "supervisors". The cost per cost category is then assigned to one or more relevant cost pools. 

When the costs of the cost category need to be assigned to more than one cost pool , an allocation key 

needs to be used tor the desired split up. The allocation key represents the way in which the costs of a cost 

category are assigned to the relevant cost pools. 

Periodicallnformation 

CEM 

Step 2: From cost pools to cost per cost driver unit and per task 

RFQ
information 

Figure 7.1: 

CEM 

The second step is to assign cost per cost pool to cost per cost driver unit and per task. The cost per cost 

driver unit is calculated by dividing the total cost collected in one cost pool by the available capacity in the 

cost pool expressed in number of available cost driver units. The cost per task is then calculated by 

multiplying the number of cost driver units required to execute the task with the cost per cost driver unit. 

Step 3: From cost per cost driver unit and per task to cost per logistics unit 

In the final step of the static model, the cost per logistics unit is calculated. This occurs on the basis of the 

tasks that need to be executed tor a certain logistics unit. The cost driver units that are required to execute 

those tasks tor that certain logistics unit are summed per type of cost driver. The costs per logistics unit are 

the sum of the costs per task. In other words: the logistics units inherit the properties of the separate tasks 

that need to per performed to execute the logistics unit. 
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The next step in the CEM is to add intermation that is distilled trom an RFQ (see subsectien 6.5.1) to the 

existing intermation in the model. This is where the dynamic model starts. 

7.2.2 Dynamic model 

The purpose of the dynamic model is to estimate the expected total capacity requirements and facil ity costs 

during the contract period of the new RFQ. The cost per logistics unit is left temporarily behind here and only 

the usage of cost driver units per task and per logistics unit is needed for calculations in the dynamic part of 

the CEM. 

Step 4: From number of logistics units to number of tasks and number of cost driver units 

The first step in the dynamic model is the fourth step in the CEM. The numbers and types of logistics units 

that are oftered by the RFQ to be handled in the upcoming years are split into the tasks that need to be 

executed for those logistics units. The cost driver units that are required to handle these tasks, according to 

the measurements in the static model, are determined as well. 

Step 5: From number of cost driver units to capacity requirements 

The total necessary capacity is determined in step 5 using the cost driver units, that have been calculated in 

step 4, that are required to handle the RFQ and the current capacity usage expressed in cost driver units. 

This is executed for the proposed duration of the contract, as for instanee 6 years. The (organic) growth of 

the current business needs to be taken into account for that time frame as wel l. 

Step 6: From capacity requirements to estimated capacity requirements and costs 

The required capacity calculated in step 5 has not been modified by efficiencies that occur as a result of the 

change in time or in volume. This modification is executed in step 6. The resulting costs per cost category 

are determined in step 6 as well. 

An additional iteration in the static model is used to reallocate the costs per cost category to the costs per 

cost pool and per cost driver unit. The allocation key that determines the allocation per cost pool needs to be 

adjusted as well when the required capacity , indicated in cost driver units. 

Because the calculations are executed tor at least the contract period mentioned in the RFQ, the change in 

the cost over time per logistic unit, but also per cost driver unit and per task, is oftered to the user of the 

model. 

7.3 CEM applied to Express Logistics facilities 

The CEM is explained and made concrete tor the ELC facility here. The description has been structured in 

the same way as the general description of the CEM in the previous section. lt starts with the static model 

foliowed by the dynamic model and concluded with a second iteration in the static model. Examples support 

the explanation of the model. The intermation in the examples is based on the ELC in Brussels as wel i. 
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7.3.1 Static model applied to Express Logistics facilities 

Step 1: From facility costs to cost centres, cost categories and cost pools 

The work breakdown of EL described in section 6.2.1 shows the split up of costs into cost eentres 

responsible tor at least 95% of the total facility costs: operational costs, personnel costs and cost of 

property/machines/equipment (example 7.1 ). The cost eentres are split in cost categories according to the 

work breakdown presented in chapter 6. Within the cost categories of cost centre "personnel" there is a 

distinction between constant costs, as tor instanee "general ELC management" and variabie costs, as tor 

instanee "frontline administration". 

Example 1. 1: The three largest cos! eentres 

96.4 % of total ELC facility cost (P&L statement) is used in calculations, consisting of the costof personnel, property/machines/ 

equipment en operations (per month, average of live months): 

Personnel 

Property/machinesiequipment 

Operatiens 

Tetal 

€ 

€ 

€ 

xxxx 

xxxx 

xxxx 

xxxx 

An adjustment factor tor the sum of the cost of the "personnel" cost categories is needed since total 

personnel costs per month vary because of illness, overtime or holidays (example 7.2). 

The cost categories are rearranged into cost pools in order to combine all relevant costs into group of costs 

(see example 7.3 and 7.4). 

Example 1.2: Cost categories 

The cost of persennel is split in cost categories. The variabie cost categories in "lnbound" and "Outbound" are the frontline costs. 

"Management" consists of entirely constant costs, but since the cost categories, that are a member of the same cost centre, have 

different responsibility areas, they will be assigned with different rates to the cost pools and are therefore split up here in different (sub) 

cost categories. When this split up would nol occur, cost categories would influence costs in cost pools that are nol influenced by them in 

practica. 

lnbeund 

Outbeund 

Administratien frontline 

Operations frontline 

Operations inbound management 

Administration fronttine 

Operations frontline 

xxxx 

xxxx 

xxxx 

xxxx 

xxxx 

xxxx 

xxxx 

Operatiens outbound management xxxx 

Management € xxxx 

General 

Operatiens 

Administratien 

Adjustment 1.5% (evertime, etc)• 

Tetal 

• Adjustment based on percentage used in ABC-system 
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A cost pool can contain constant and variabie costs. Some cost categories occur in more than one cost pool 

and are therefore divided over the relevant cost pools. This split up occurs using an allocation key that is 

based on a number of general measurement units tor the cost centre of which the cost category is part. 

The general measurement unit tor the cost centre "personnel" is tor instanee "frontline minute". 

The calculation below (formula 1) is used tor the allocation of the cost per cost category to cost pools. The 

allocation keys per cost category are calculated with the available cost driver units per cost pool to which the 

costof the cost category needs to be assigned (see example 7.4 ). 

Wh ere: 

G: set of cost categories 

P: set of cost pools 

CPgp: costof cost category geG allocated to cost pool peP 

Kgp: allocation key tor cost category geG to cost pool peP 

CGg: costof category geG 

Example 7. 3: Castpools 

Cost pools identified for the ELC with the relevant cost driver per cost pool: 

Cast Pool 

lnbound operations 

lnbound administration 

Outbound operations 

Outbound administration 

Pallet starage area 

Racking starage area 

Floor starage area 

The total cost per cost pool is calculated with : 

cPP = I cPgp 
gEG 

Wh ere: 

CPp: costof cost pool peP 

Cast Driver 

lnbound operations minutes 

lnbound administration minutes 

Outbound operations minutes 

Outbound administration minutes 

Square metre pallet tootprint 

Square metre racking tootprint 

Square metre floor lootprint 

CPgp: costof cost category geG allocated to cost pool peP 

(1) 

(2) 

Example 7.4 shows the cost per cost category divided over the cost pools and the resulting cost per cost 

pool. 
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Examp/e 1.4: Cos! pools with cos! categories 

The cost categories are allocated to one or more cost pools (see example 7.3) 

Cost pools 

Cost categones lnbound lnbound Outbound Outbound Pallet area Racking Floor 

(vc = variabie cost, cc=constant const) operations administration operations admin istraöon area area 

Persennel (cast centre) 

Operatiens frontline (vc) xxxx xxxx 

Junior Supervisors (vc) xxxx xxxx 

Administration frontline (vc) xxxx xxxx xxxx 

Operatiens inbound management (cc) xxxx 

General operations management (cc) xxxx xxxx 

General ELC management (cc) xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 

Genera l administration management (cc) xxxx xxxx 

Operatiens outbound management (cc) xxxx 

Property/machineslequipment (cast centre) 

Palletspace (cc) xxxx 

Racking space (cc) xxxx 

Floor space (cc) 

lnbound processing area (cc) xxxx 

Outbound processing area (cc) xxxx xxxx 

ELC office area (cc) xxxx 

Goods in/out area (cc) xxxx xxxx 

Other (cc) xxxx xxxx xxxx 

Operational casts (cost centre, not split) xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 

T otal co st per cost pool xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx xxxx 

The allocation of general operations management to the inbound and outbound operations cost pools are for example calculated as 

fellows (formula 1): 

CG(g• general openJtions management coats) = € XXXX 

2:p, P(K g=gene<a l open>lions manegement p= """"nd opereliona and p=oo-nd open>lions) = Total frontline inbound operations minutes = 381 ,420 minutes 

K ig= open~tions fn>n""•· p= rntiound open~tions end pzou-nd open~tions ) = 183,864 minutes inbound operations time and 197,556 minutes outbound 

operations time. 

GP(g=genen>l operelions menegament p= lnbound opereliona) = (9500.88 * 183,864) I 381,420 = € XXXX 

GP(g=genere l operelions management, p = outbound ope<elions) = (9500.88 * 197,556) I 381 ,420 = € XXXX 

Other allocations occur in the same way. 

Step 2: From cost pools to costs per cost driver unit and per task 
The measures carried out tor the development of the ABC-system have been executed on a task 

level (see chapter 6 and appendix E). The measurements are the most accurate and detailed 

ones available in EL at this moment and are used as a basis tor the static model to determine the 

capacity usage per task, based on the amount of cast driver units used tor that task, and to determine the 

current cast per task. Since a task is linked to only one cast pool, the capacity usage per task is measured 

with one type of cast driver. 

The cost per cast driver unit is calculated by dividing the total cost of the cost pool by the number of cost 

driver units available in the cost pool. When the costs in the cost pool would be divided by the actual used 

number of cast driver units in the cast pool , the cost per cast driver unit would be higher than when the 

available number of cost driver units is used. This gives a different view on the situation. The estimated 

casts are calculated in the CEM assuming a perfect match between available and used capacity. This 

assumption is therefore also applied to the calculation of the cost per logistics unit and in formula 3. 
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CPp: cost of cost pool p e P 

ANp: available ca pa city in cost pool p e P measured in cost driver units 

CDp: cost per cost driver unit in pool p e P 

Example 7.5: Cos! per cos! driver unit tor cos! pool "inbound operations" 

The cost per cost driver unit of inbound operations with cos! driver "inbound operations minutes" (see example 7.3): 

CPp € xxxx (see example 7.4) 

ANp 

CDp 

183,864 minutes (see example 7.4) 

111 ,209.31/183,864 =€xxxx 

(3) 

The cost per task is calculated by multiplying the cost per cost driver unit and the amount of units of the cost 

driver that is required to execute the task : 

CSs = Ns · CD p(sJ (4) 

Where: 

S : set of tasks 

p(s) : cost pool associated with task s 

N s: number of cost driver units of cost pool p(s) required in order to perform task s e S 

CDp(s): cost per cost driver unit in pool p e P 

CSs: costof performing task s e S 

Example 7. 6: Cos! per task tor inbound WPX A WB in CS3 

The tasks described in the tabla below are the lasks that need to be executed for handling one inbound WPX AWB in CS3. The cost driver units that are 

necessary to execute a lask belong to a cost pool. The cost per cost driver unit needs to be multiplied by the number of units used. For GRN-processing this is 

0.8 inbound admin minutes. 

Tasks (s) Cost pool Cost driver units Co st 

(p) (Npo) (CS.) 

GRN-processing lnb. Ad min 0.8 Min. xxxx 

Extra activities WPX lnb. Ad min 0.4 Min. xxxx 

Commodity code check non-E U lnb. Ad min 0.5 Min. xxxx 

Filing and checking lnb. Ad min 3.5 Min. xxxx 

Import activities non-E U lnb. Ad min 2.8 Min. xxxx 

Receipt, break-bulk, sort lnb. Ops 1.3 Min. xxxx 

Data enlry po-gm lnb. Ad min 1.7 Min. xxxx 

Filing and checking non-EU WPX SKU lnb. Ad min 0.8 Min. xxxx 

Receipt processing good parts (40%) lnb. Ops 3.0 Min. xxxx 

Receipt processing bad parts (60%) lnb. Ops 3.4 Min. xxxx 

Pul in stock lnb. Ops 0.5 Min. xxxx 
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Step 3: From cost driver unit and cost per task to logistics unit and cost per logistics unit 
The processing of a logistics unit consists of the execution of several tasks. The sum of the cost 

driver units required tor executing the tasks in the logistics unit handling process equals the 

capacity usage of the logistics unit per cost pool. A task can be assigned to more than one 

logistics unit. This is summarized in formula 5: 

Np,lu = ~)Ns,lu ·Np,) (5) 
SES 

Wh ere: 

LU : set of logistics units 

Np,lu : number of cost driver units of cost pool peP required to handle logistics unit lu eLU 

Ns,lu: frequency of performing task seS tor logistics unit lu eLU 

Nps: number of cost driver units of cost pool peP required to perform task seS 

The costs per logistics unit are captured in the following way: 

CLU/u = L(Np,lu ·CDP) (6) 
pEP 

CLU1u: costof handling logistics unit lu eLU 

Np,lu: number of cost driver units of cost pool peP required to handle logistics unit lu eLU 

CDp: costof cost driver unit in pool peP 

Example 1.1: Cos! driver units and cos! of log is tic unit 

From this point on the examples contain the sametype of AWB, being the inbound WPX AWB handled with the CS3 information system. 

Activities that need to be performed to handle an inbound WPX AWB with the CS3 information system are shown below. The cost per 

inbound operations minute = € 0.528 (example 7.4) and the cost per inbound administration minute = € 0.554 (same calculation 

methodology as tor inbound operations) 

Logistics units (Iu) Cost Pool (p) Cost driver usage Co st 
AWB lnb. Admin 8.0 Min xxxx 

lnb. Ops 1.3 Min xxxx 

SKU lnb. Admin 2.5 Min xxxx 

Pieces lnb. Ops 6.9 Min xxxx 

The output of the static model is the output of the transfers performed in step 3: The capacity usage per 

logistics unit and a cost value per logistics unit. This output resembles the output of the EL ABC-model, but 

deviates trom it since, in contradistinction to the ABC-model , not all cost centre costs are assigned to 

logistics units in the CEM. 

7.3.2 Dynamic modeland the Express Logistics facilities 

The CEM delermines the influence of an RFQ on the total cost of the facilities and the cost per logistics unit. 

The properties of the logistics units in an RFQ (see example 7.8), that EL awaits to add to the existing 

business, are used as input in the dynamic model of the CEM. The additional capacity requirements are 

based on these properties and the information of current capacity usage. The estimated capacity 

requirements , measured in cost driver units, per cost pool result in a cost per cost category. The new cost 
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per cost pool, cost per cost driver and the cost per logistics unit and task can then be assessed with an 

additional iteration in the static model. The calculations occur for the contract period that is mentioned in the 

RFQ, including the forecasted growth of the current amount of work. 

Example 7.8: RFQinput 

The properties concerning an RFQ containing the inbound WPX AWB handled with CS3 could look like the following: 

100 AWB per month on average 

3 SKUs per AWB on average 

5 pieces per SKU on average 

The RFQ also contains a request for required storage. For example: 

700 m2 of shelf space 

500 m2 of pallet space 

And additional information: 

IT-system: CS3 

Forecast of growth: 7% per year 

Contract period: 6 years 

The logistics units in this example are "inbound WPX AWB", "lnbound WPX SKU", "inbound WPX piece", "m2 shelf 

space", "m2 pallet space". (see table 6.3 to 6.7 for more examples of logistics units) 

Step 4: From number of logistics units to number of tasks and number of cost driver units 

The available cost driver usage per logistic unit and the logistics unit properties that are specified 

with the RFQ are combined in order to determine the extra cost driver units that are necessary to 

handle the, RFQ specified , extra logistics units . The extra capacity usage per cost pool measured 

in cost driver units is the sum of the u sage of the cost driver units used per extra logistics unit (formula 7). 

Wh ere: 

T: 

RFQNp,lu,t: 

RFQN,u: 

(7) 

time of the contract period teT in years ; current year is t=O 

number of extra cost driver units of cost pool peP required to handle the number of extra 

logistics units lu ELU from the RFQ in year t. 

number of extra logistics units lueLU that need to be performed according to the RFQ 

number of cost driver units required to perform logistics unit lu eLU in cost pool peP 

organic growth in percentage per year of RFQ 
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Example 1.9: Extra cost driver units tor RFQ 

Cost drivers to handle the logistics units "inbound WPX AWB with CS3" of example 7.8 in year t=2 (see also example 7.7): 

RFQN,u = 100 inbound WPX AWB CS3 

Ncp=lnbound admin, Iu= inbound wPx AWB CS3) = 8.0 inbound ad min minutes 

Ncp=inbound ops, Iu= inbound WPX AWB CS3) = 1.3 inbound ops minutes 

YRFa = 7% per year = 0.07 per year 

RFQN(p=~boundadm~.lu=lnboundWPXAWBCS3,~&2) = 100 • 8.0 *(1 .07)2 = 915.92 inbound admin minutes 

RFQN(p=~bound ops,lu=lnbound WPXAWB CS3,P2)= 100. 1.3 *(1.07)2 = 148.84 inbound ops minutes 

Calculations for cost driver units caused by other logistics units occur in the same way. For the RFQ of example 7.8 in year t=2: 

RFQN(p=inboundadm~.lu=lnboundWPXSKUCS3)= 3*100 . 2.5 *(1.07)2= 858.68 inbound admin minutes 

RFQN(p=~bound ops, lu=lnbound WPX P~ce CS3) = 5*3*1 00 • 6.9 *(1.07)2= 11,849.72 inbound ops minutes 

Step 5: From number of cast driver units to capacity requirements 

IR The capacity that is necessary to handle the work that includes the extra work from the RFQ is 

[M the sum of the current capacity usage and the expected capacity usage from the RFQ measured 

in cast driver units of the relevant cast pools. 

1 " 1 TNp,t =HNp,t=O ·(1+Yh) + L....RFQNp,tu,t·--
'uew 1- RP 

(8) 

Where: 

TNp,t: 

HNp,t=o: 

RFQNp,tu,t: 

Example 1.10: 

total required cast driver units to handle current and extraworkin cast pool peP in year t 

current cast driverusagein cast pool peP including reported activities 

number of extra cast driver units of cast pool pe P in year t=2 required to handle the 

number of extra logistics units lu eLU from the RFQ 

percentage of cast driver units of HNp,t=o used for reported activities in cast pool peP. 

Reported activities are ad-hoc activities that are performed on customer request. They are 

captured in a percentage of the amount of cast drivers that is used in the current situation 

(see subsectien 6.3.2). 

organic growth in percentage per year of current work 

Capacity requirements of inbound administration in year !=2 

LRFQN(p•inbound admin,lu= inbound WPX AWB CS3 and Iu= inbound WPX SKU CS3, 1=2) = 915.92 inbound admin minuteS ... 858.68 inbound admin minutes = 

1774.60 admin minutes (example 7.9) 

v. = 10% per year = 0.10 per year 

R(p=inbound admin) = 23.5% of HN(p=inbound admin) 

HNcp=inboundadmin,I=Oi = 75,110 • 1/(1-23.5%) = 98,183.01 inbound admin minutes 

TNcp•inboundadmin,r-21 = 98,183.01 • (1 .10)2 ... 1,774.60 • (1+0.235) = 120,993.07 inbound admin minutes 

Calculations fortotal capacity requirements in other cost pools occur in the same way 
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Step 6: From capacity requirements to estimated capacity requirements and costs 

The sixth and last step of the CEM transfarms the capacity requirements per cost pool into 

estimated costs per cost pool and cost category. This is established with cost estimation 

relationships. The cost estimation relationship estimates the costs that are needed to handle the 

calculated required capacity (step 5) . In other words : the cost estimation relationship estimates the 

efficiencies that occur as a result of more work to be handled and the resulting estimated capacity 

requirements and costs. Efficiencies are first achieved by faster handling by the warehouse personnel, 

second by learning and third by process improvements. The efficiencies are dependent on each other. 

(9) 

Wh ere: 

I = max -
{ 

1 1 } 
pi (1 +I P )' ' 1.3 

(1 0) 

F = max -
{ 

1 1 } 
pi (1+ FP)' '1. 1 

(11 ) 

Where: 

Fp: learning parameter in % in cost pool pEP per year t . Learning based on time is used (subsection 

6.2.3) 

Fpt: Totallearning achieved in cost pool pEP from year 0 to year t 

lp: efficiency parameter in % in cost pool pEP per year t 

lpt: Total efficiency achieved in cost pool pEP from year 0 to year t 

ENpt: estimated required capacity for cost pool pEP in year tin cost driver units 

TNpt: total required cost driver units to handle current and extraworkin cost pool pEP in year t 

ANp: available capacity in cost pool pEP measured in cost driver units 

TNpt - 0.1 * ANp: Formula ensuring that the 10% margin that is available in the ELC is first addressed 

before more capacity is estimated to acquire 

lpt: This part of formula 9 ensures that estimated total efficiency does not cross the boundary 

of maximum total efficiency of 30% compared to the current situation 

Fpt: This part of formula 9 ensures that estimated total improvements by learning do not cross the 

boundary of maximum total improvements by learning of 10% compared to the current situation 

Example 7. 11: Estimated capacity requirements of inbound administration in y ear t=2 

T N (p=inboono admin. t-2) = 120,362.35 inbound ad min minutes 

AN <P=inboond admin) = 166,260 inbound admin minutes 

HN(p=lnboond admin. r-<l) = 97,567.89 inbound ad min minutes 

Fp = 3% 

lp= 7% 

TN(p=inboono admin. t=2l < o.1 • AN(o=inbound adminl , so EN(p=inbound admin, t=2l = 166,260 inbound ad min minutes 

Calculations for estimated capacitv reauirements in other cost pools occu r in the sa me wav 
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The determination of the cost of a cost category varies per cost category. Therefore the estimated cost per 

cost category is calculated with a separate formula per cost category. Examples 7.12 and 7.13 show 

examples of the calculation of costs for different cost categories. Example 7.12 shows the calculation for a 

cost category that exists of variabie costs. Example 7.13 shows the calculation fora cost category that exists 

of constant costs. 

(12) 

Where: 

f9: the tunetion that determines the costof cost category geG extracted from the associated cost pools 

peP 

ENp(t): estimated required capacity for cost pool peP in year t 

CEG9,t: the costof the estimated required capacity in cost category geG 

Example 7.12: Cos! of cos! category "administration frontline " 

ENtp•inboundadmin.t:2) = 166,260 inbound admin minutes 

ENto•oulbound admin. t•2l = 85,350 outbound admin minutesl1 

Pl9• administmtiOn JronUine) = inbound administration and outbound administration 

vc (g•administmtiOnfronUine) = xxxx per admin minute (vc= variabie cast, see example 7.4) 

ftg•adm~is .. tiOn fronUine. t•2) = (ENtp•inbound admin. t:2) + EN(p:oulbound admin. t:2)) * VC(g:adminis .. tiOn fron.ne) = (166,260 inbound admin minutes + 85,350 

outbound ad min minutes) * € xxxx = xxxx admin minutes 

,, This number is made up in order to support the example 

Example 7. 13: Cos! of cos! category "genera! ELC management" 

General ELC management = constant cast, therefore: 

CEG(g=general ELC management, I) = CEG(g=general ELC management, t·1) = € XXXX 

This formula occurs for all cost categories with a constant cast type. 

Extra iteration in static model to determine "new" unit costs 

Another iteration in the static model is necessary to calculate "new" costs per cost pool , task and logistics 

unit. Th is occurs by calculating the "new" cost per cost category and dividing the costs over the relevant cost 

pools. The type of allocation key stays the same, but needs to be recalculated since the amount of 

measurement units per cost pool might have changed. This can be done by using the estimated capacity in 

cost driver units per cost pool instead of the cost driver units available per cost pool as described in section 

7.3.1 and example 7.4. 

The efficiencies would officially influence the number of cost driver units required to execute a task instead 

of the cost per cost driver unit. Th is influence on the efficiency in the required cost driver units per task has 

an effect on the resulting costs per task and not per cost driver unit: one frontline administration person costs 
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the same per administration minute as before, but the person can execute more tasks in the same time. The 

calculation of the cost per task or logistics unit results in the sa me value and the objective of the research is 

to estimate the costs and not, tor instance, the handling time per logistics unit. lt is therefore sufficient to 

estimate the costs per logistics unit with a cost effect on the cost driver units instead of an efficiency effect 

on the execution of tasks. When the efficiencies would a lso be applies in to the execution of tasks as well , 

the resulting figures would represent double efficiencies: in the usage of cost driver units and in costs. 

7.4 Constraints 

The CEM depends on the measurements of capacity usage executed tor the development of the ABG

system. At this moment, these measurements are up-to-date. When the ABG-system is not kept up to date, 

the GEM cannot be either. Secondly, the measurements are executed manually. There is no historie data 

available forthese measures, because this is the first time that they have been executed. lt is therefore not 

possible to compare the recent measures with other measures and small errors can occur as a result, but 

will not be noticed. 

The output of the GEM is influenced by the information that has been provided by the customer. The input 

required for the GEM is assumed to have a certain base level of available information. The constraint is 

therefore that the GEM will not work when this base level of information is not available. Gonversely is it for 

EL not possible to determine any cost without this information. 

The required capacity that is calculated in step 5 of the GEM is based only on the cost drivers that are 

related to the cost pools. Possible other influences of a cost category are then excluded . 

The estimated ca pa city in step 6 of the GEM assumes a perfect match between the available number of cost 

driver units and the required number of cost driver units. lt cannot be guaranteed that in practice this is 

completely possible. 

The recalculation of the allocation key as explained in the last paragraph of subsection 7 .3.2 depends on the 

knowledge of cost driver usage in the future. When this knowledge is not available, the costs per cost driver 

unit in the future situation cannot be determined. 

The abstract GEM addresses the ELG, SPG and LGSG. The total costs of the EL organization depend on 

more than these three, as for instanee support, transport and overhead. These are not included in the GEM. 

One reason is that much less information is available on the other factors than that are used in the GEM. 

The other reason is that at this moment the knowledge about costs in the ELG, SPG and LGSG is required 

for calculation of prices and negotiations. Transport costs are already available from the standard DHL 

network. 

The model cannot be used for investment decision-making. The GEM estimated the cost of logistics units in 

existing facilities and the necessity of acquiring new resources, but it does not address what the cost of new 

investments would be. 
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Finally, the model cannot predict the growth of future customers when looking currently at an RFQ, neither 

can it predict future changes in situations. 

7.5 Compliance with the criteria 

The CEM should comply with the criteria that have been set in chapter 4 in order to assure the usefulness 

and applicability to EL. Therefore the CEM has been assessed with a test-RFQ that has been chosen in 

consultatien with the EMEA logistics directer. This test-RFQ is part of a real RFQ filed by an EL potential 

customer, but includes only data with regard to the ELC. The test is executed by using a prototype of the 

GEM applied to the ELC. The prototype is created in Microsoft Excel in order to showtheuse of the GEM. A 

description of this prototype can be found in appendix H. The test mainly looks after the criteria intermation 

availability, output requirements and visibility, and less after fit and usability, but these will be touched on as 

wel I. 

7.5.1 Evaluation of test 

The test has been executed according to a five-step test plan: 

1. Gather data trom test-RFQ to insert in GEM 

2. lnsert data in GEM and run prototype 

3. Gompare the step one and two of the test with criterion "information availability" 

4. Gompare the output of the prototype with the criterion "output requirements" 

5. Generally discuss the ether three criteria 

The test RFQ and the resulting data trom the prototype are displayed in appendix I. The results of the test 

are discussed per criterion below: 

Intermation availability 

The assumed minimum amount of intermation that should be available in an RFQ could be found in 

the test-RFQ. The GEM uses standard values tor ether intermation that is not necessarily available, 

but that can be adjusted from the RFQ when this information should not be available. lt is in this 

prototype not possible to adjust the tasks that might change for a logistics unit tor a certain 

customer. 

Output requirements 

The output of the GEM includes capacity requirements, costs and the change in costs, per logistics 

unit and per cost category, tor the required amount of years. This is in accordance with the 

additional intermation that is necessary for managerial decision making in negotiating in responding 

RFQs. There is no one-to-one comparison of current and future data possible. Also storage is in the 

prototype assumed to be unlimited. 

Fit 

The GEM fits the current systems as it makes use of the structure and measurements of the EL 

ABC-system. The GEM-prototype used more cost pools than the ABC model. This only applies to 

the storage cost pools and not the handling related cost pools. The storage related costs in the 
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ABC-system are collected in one cost pool and in the GEM-prototype they are spread over three 

cost pools. Cost categories, tasks and logistics units are the same tor both models and the cost 

driver per cost pool as well. 

Visibility 

By the use of the ABC-system and the step-by-step approach of the CEM, the user will understand 

how the output has been calculated . 

Usability 

Th is criterion is not yet evaluated si nee this criterion refers more to the CEM-Tooi than the CEM 

itself and the CEM-Tool is not yet implemented. The usability can be secured in advance by 

involving users and other stakeholders with the development of the CEM prototype. 

7.6 lmplementation of the CEM 

The CEM can be implemented in the EL organisation when the development and implementation of the 

ABC-system is accomplished or finds itself in a final phase. The existing prototype is not connected to the 

ABC-system, nor is it presented in exactly the same configuration. The final ABC-system will be contigured 

in a special database or dedicated application. The CEM needs to be adjusted in a compatible IT-system 

and linked to the final contiguration of the ABC-system. When the development of the final ABC 

contiguration is delayed, it is actvisabie to link the CEM to the existing ABC-model. 

Use of the CEM is stimulated when the user of the CEM does not have too much trouble using it. When the 

people that need the output of the CEM know that this output is available, they will request this information, 

assuring the use of the CEM in the same time. lnvolving users of the CEM and users of the GEM-output in 

the development of the CEM-application enlarges the chance of its adoption. Encouragement tor the use of 

the CEM of the EL management adds extra pressure. 

The output of the CEM neects to be tested and compared to the results of the real situation. First because 

the deviation of the CEM compared to the actual situation canthen be reduced. Secondly to prevent that the 

output of the CEM is adjusted by the user in order to receive a certain "desired output" instead of the 

calculated output. 

7.7 Conclusion 

The development of the costs of an EL facility in time can be calculated with the CEM. The CEM is 

described in this chapter with an abstract model and applied to the ELC facility of EL in a concrete form. 

The CEM exists of a static part and a dynamic part. The static part uses the costs and structure of the 

current situation in an EL facility and turns them into a cost and capacity usage per logistics unit. The 

dynamic model uses the capacity usage per logistics unit and the intermation trom an incoming RFQ to 

estimate the required capacity and its costs over time. This occurs using parametrie cost estimation 

relationships. This answers the third research question "How can the most appropriate cost estimation 

method be combined with current practices of EL in order to design a cost estimation model tor EL?" 
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A test with a prototype and a test-RFQ has shown that the CEM meets the criteria that have been set in 

order to assure usefulness for EL. This answers the fourth research question "How can the EL cost 

estimation model, designed in research question 3, be validated with a test that can be performed within the 

current situation at EL and in a limited time frame?" lmplementation of the CEM in EL depends on the 

implementation of the ABC-system and on the adoption by the user of the CEM. 

The results of the calculations in the CEM are largely influenced by the assumption made for efficiencies and 

the maximum efficiency that is possible to gain. User of the CEM should be fully aware of this . 
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Chapter 8 Evaluation 

8.1 Introduetion 

The final chapter of this thesis first of all reflects on the results of the research project in a discussion of the 

research methodology and the final results . Future research that can lead to improvements in the CEM is 

mentioned in the second section. Final conclusions and recommendations finish the chapter and the report. 

8.2 Discussion of results 

8.2.1 Reflection on the results 

The validity of a research depends on the validity of the research construct and the internal and external 

validity. 

Validity of research construct 

The validity of the research construct refers to what has really been researched , the way to make it 

operational and empirica! testing. 

In this research project the possibility and an applicable method of the estimation of costs in a logistics 

environment with little availability of {historie) information has been researched. The research is based on 

the situation of the EL organisation. The cost estimates are necessary for tariff setting and negotiations with 

customers. Therefore the output of the negotiations needed to be presented in a format supporting this 

need. The link that converts the format of available cost information into the format required tor tariff setting 

is included in the research. 

The usability of the available information has been researched. The method of gathering more information 

than currently available is not included in the research. This did not have priority above the use of the 

available information in a cost estimation method, since there was not any cost estimation method available 

at the start of the project. 

The CEM has not been empirically tested , but in a qualitative way. Compliance with the criteria was the 

intent of the test. The test and the results have been discussed in section 7 .5. The empirica! test of the CEM 

would take at least a year: trom the time of receipt of the RFQ to the handling of the implemented customer. 

The test of the development of costs during the contract period takes the time of the contract period. The 

empirica! testing of the CEM remains complicated , since the real costs of the RFQ are influenced by more 

recent RFQs that are implemented after the one for which the estimation is executed . 

In order to make the CEM operational, the implementation as described in section 7.6 is required. A 

description in detail is not available, since the ABC-system to which the CEM needs to be linked is not 
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running yet. The implementation in a more general context has been discussed when the ABC-system is 

fully implemented, including the adoption by the future user and the responsibility of management in this 

implementation. 

lnternal validity 

lnternal validity refers to the reliability of the findings and deals with both the data gathering method as the 

instrument. 

Data has been gathered trom scientific sourees as well as trom practice. Theoretica! information has been 

collected trom books and scientific magazines in order to obtain up-to-date information on subjects that are 

related to cost estimation in logistics environments: product costing, management information and cost 

estimation literature have been consulted. The available information not dedicated to logistics on the first two 

subjects is broad , but the available information on the third is not as extensive. The part of available 

knowledge in these areas that sterns trom research in logistics environments is very small and disappointing 

in the sense that the research that has been conducted in the past years mainly addressed the sametype of 

areas and the same results that did not contribute to this research. This made it difficult to apply the results 

of these researches to the EL environment. 

Practical information is collected trom EL experts and systems. Historica! information is not available in detail 

since EL is still a very young business unit. The data that is gathered trom the ABC-system is very detailed 

and recently acquired. Th is data contributed to the design of the final CEM. Other factual data was collected 

through internal documents and periodical information documents. Subjective data resulted from discussions 

with experts. This data cannot be proven as factual , since the information that should prove the outcome is 

not available. The data is still used in the CEM applied to the ELC, since the information is required to use 

the model. 

The design of the CEM itself is in compliance with the criteria and therefore assumed to be useful for EL. 

Since the criteria are formulated in consult with EL experts and stakeholders in several sessions, the 

reproducibility of these criteria is very likely. Since there were no conditions formulated before the criteria 

were formulated , the total reproducibility of the criteria cannot be fully guaranteed. 

The method that has been applied in the design of the CEM is the parametrie cost estimation method. This 

method is very general. Therefore it can be generally applied. The opposite is that the general applicability 

results in different types of applications, dependent on the insight and choices of the researcher. The choice 

for the parametrie method will be made again, but the completion of the design can still be different trom the 

CEM developed in this research. 

External validity 

The external validity of a research method refers to the applicability or relevanee of the research findings. 

The external val idity is sametimes called "ecological validity" and can also be referred to as the robustness 

of findings in varying situations or the possibility of scientific generalization. 
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The contribution of the research findings to science is twofold . First this research contributes to the general 

knowledge about cost estimation in logistics environments. Cost estimation is still an uncultivated area in 

logistics environments. This research takes a small step in this cultivation. Secondly the use of a cost driver 

as a variabie entity in cost estimation is new. Cost estimation is normally executed based on historica! data. 

This method shows that it can also be used when this information is not available. 

The CEM can be scientifically generalized since it can be applied to other situations that use a variabie 

capacity and do not have historie information available. The measurements of the use of this capacity need 

to be executed or recently acquired data needs to be available. A situation that uses fixed capacities , as in a 

job shop situation, cannot use the CEM, because the CEM cannot estimate the cost nor the timing or 

acquiring an additional or larger required capacity. 

The contribution of the research findings to the EL organisation consists of the filling of the gap between the 

required information tor tariff setting and negotiations, and the available information in the organisation. This 

gap was the lack of information on the developments of logistics unit costs over time. The filling of the gap is 

accomplished with the CEM. The supply of the prototype oftered EL an example tor the actual use of the 

CEM. The prototype is a standalone application. lt is applied to the ELC and can be linked to the future ABC

system. 

The problem area of EL is not covered completely since the researched part of EL is bonded by the logistics 

facilities in Europe and thus leaves out the other areas and global regions. The logistics facilities have 

priority tor the EL management and most detailed information was available here. The ABC-system is being 

developed on a global scale. The structures of the ABC-system have a global standard. When the CEM can 

be linked to the European ABC-system it can be linked to the ABC-systems of the other regions as well. 

8.2.2 Research design 

The research has been designed using the method of Verschuren and Doorewaard (Verschuren and 

Doorewaard, 2000] and in consultwithEL stakeholders. 

Criteria 

The research design has been build around the identification of five criteria that assure the applicability to 

EL. These criteria all have a qualitative nature. The CEM has a quantitative nature. This contradietien makes 

it hard to determine if the criteria are met within the CEM. The prototype & test-RFQ were used to test the 

CEM. 

Theory and practice 

The u se of theory as a base for the choice of a cost estimation method does not include the possibility of the 

unavailability of dedicated scientific information. Cost estimation exercises are normally dedicated to special 

situations or occasions. On the other hand is the availability of general information in most cases not a 

problem. General information and detailed information of estimation exercises in other situations can also 

lead toa method that can be applied, with some adjustments, toa new practical situation. The latter was 
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used in this research project as a new cost estimation method has been developed using the data trom the 

ABC-system. 

8.2.3 Research execution 

The research has been executed in more iteration than proposed in the research methodology and 

described in this report. In reality more iteration took place as well as refinement of results . The problem of 

the limited availability of historie information and information trom new customers has been taken as a 

central point of attention in the execution of the research. This limitation was the major conflict between the 

ability to develop a valid and useful estimation method and the necessary amount of information to do so. 

The set of measurements tor the ABC-costing system, that was compieled halfway of the research project, 

contributed significantly in the diminishment of this conflict. 

The GEM has been developed first in an abstract form and subsequently applied to the ELC. This 

application was not a one-to-one application. Somelimes little adjustments applying to a specific situation 

needed to be executed . Th is resulted in sub steps as in tor instanee step 1 in the concrete CEM tor the ELC. 

This shows that the abstract model can be applied but is a lso dependent on the situation. 

Another difficulty in the research execution tor the application of the model to the ELC was the estimate of 

efficiencies as learning and process improvements. Normally historie information is used tor determination of 

efficiencies. The estimation is in this situation based on discussion with infrastructure engineers and the 

costing manager, but also on personal insight. This does not guarantee that this efficiency will take place, 

but the data needs to be used in the application of the GEM. The efficiency improvements can be measured 

in the future and adjusted in the model. 

8.3 Future research 

Future research is recommended in this section in the following areas tor the abstract GEM and tor the 

concrete GEM. 

Abstract GEM 

Future research tor the abstract GEM can be executed tor the use of the GEM in other environments than 

logistics environments to make it more generally applicable. 

Also to the application in other areas within logistics environments will make the GEM more complete as tor 

instanee including supporting tasks or new products. 

Concrete GEM 

Future research tor the concrete GEM can be aimed at the influence of an RFQ on the cost per logistics unit 

in the future . When EL grows bigger, the impact of a single RFQ, of similar size as the current RFQs, will not 

be as big as in the current situation. 
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Also the change of persennel structure or the change of persennel costsover time needs to be refined, si nee 

persennel costs are the largest cost in the facilities, but a lso subject to external influences. 

The change of the growth pattern over time of the current business and of an RFQ needs to be searched 

after as well. lt is not likely that a customer will grow in the same pace every year and neither does the 

market 

8.4 Conclusions and recommendations 

The objective of this research project was formulated in the following way: 

"Design a model that can be used to estimate the impact of {large) volume changes in the logistics 

infrastructure of DHL GCS Express Logistics on costs. This model will be used to support the management 

of DHL Express Logistics to better assess future profitability and strengthen the Express Logistics position in 

negotiations with potential large customers. " This objective is tultilled by the design of the CEM , which has 

been described in an abstract way tor the EL facilities and in a concrete way tor the ELC. 

The research avails itself of theoretica! and practical intermation guided by research questions. 

Referring back to the research questions as set in subsectien 3.5.1 , the following answers where found in 

this research : 

Q1 "Which criteria can be defined tor a cost estimation model tor EL in order to create a model that 

harmonizes with stakeholders and current practices of EL?" 

Five criteria have been defined in this research, being fit , intermation availability, output requirements , 

visibility and usability. The first tour have been met and the fifth criterion needs to be proven in the 

near future when the CEM will be implemented. 

Q2 "Which cost estimation methods and systems are advised in theory and answer to the criteria 

developed with research question 1 ?" 

The parametrie method is advised tor the estimation of costs with little intermation availability. 

Parameters can be adjusted to the situation with regard to available intermation and output 

requirements of the organization. 

Q3 "How can the most appropriate cost estimation method be combined with current practices of EL in 

order to design a cost estimation model tor EL?" 

This is accomplished by first restructuring costs into the structure of logistics units. This structure 

assures that it can be used tor negotiations with customers. The RFQ intermation is added and 

capacity requirement and costs can be estimated using parameters. 

Q4 "How can the EL cost estimation model, designed in research question 3, be validated with a test that 

can be performed within the current situation at EL and in a limited time frame?" 

The CEM is validated in a qualitative way by testing a test-RFQ with the prototype. In this test the CEM 

is assessed tor compliance with the criteria . 

The CEM is a scientifically general model and is applicable to a broader environment than just the 

researched EL environment. Future research is recommended in other areas within a logistics environment. 

Also the use of the CEM tor decision-making is an interesting topic tor further research. Finally research on 

the determination of efficiency possibilities in a situation with little historie intermation is a desired. Efficiency 
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assumptions have a big influence on the direct results of the CEM and detailed information of efficiency is 

therefore a very important input tor the CEM. 

8.4.1 Recommendations 

A tast development and implementation of the ABC-system is a requirement tor the tast implementation of 

the CEM. 

Determination of the real efficiencies based on real arguments inslead of estimates. This can be 

accomplished by keeping the ABC-system up-to-date. The assumptions on these efficiencies are crucial tor 

the results of the calculations in the CEM. lt is therefore very importance that EL will be able to delermine 

what the real efficiencies are. 

Additional information that is currently not available can improve the result of the CEM as developed in this 

research in a broader sense, but also in the current output. In the broader sense, the costs of other partsof 

the EL organisation are included, as tor instanee the cost of the after sales program management of an 

RFQ. lmprovements in the current output are possible in the calculation of the deviation of the estimated 

costs of an RFQ and the real costs when the RFQ is implemenled and running. 

Research should focus on a broader usage of the CEM as a dedicated tooi tor cost estimation in spare parts 

logistics environments or in general handling processes with flexible capacity. Another focus tor research, 

that will add to useful information to the knowledge on this topic, are the other factors than the resources that 

have been described in this report could influence the total cost as well , as tor instanee the design of the 

salution or the use of certain information or communication systems. 
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AP 

As 

ASAP 

AWB 

BU 

CEM 

CER 

DEl 

DPWN 

ECX 

EL 

ELC 

EMEA 

GCS 

GIDR 

LCSC 

LU 

LUC 

ND 

NFO 

OBC 

OH 

OOH 

P&L 

PCS 

RFQ 

RRI 

SD 

SIM 

SKU 

SPC 

WPX 
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Acronyms 

Activity based budgeting 

Activity based costing 

Asian Pacific; The region that covers the Asian and Australian continents 

Americas ; The region that covers the American continent 

As soon as possible; used tor time critica! deliveries 

Airway bill 

Business unit 

Cost estimation model 

Cost Estimation Relationship 

Direct Express lnventory 

Deutsch Post World Net 

European Community Express 

DHL GCS Express Logistics 

Express Logistics Centre 

Europe, Middle East and Africa ; The region that covers the European and African 

continent and the Middle-East area. 

Global Customer Solutions 

Good inward discrepancy report 

Logistics Customer Service Centre 

Logistics unit 

Logistics unit cost 

Next day; referring to overnight deliveries 

Next flight out 

On board courier 

Office hours 

Out of office hours 

Profit and Loss statement 

Product Costing System 

Request tor quotation 

Return and Repair lnventory 

Same day, referring to time critica! deliveries 

Strategie lnventory Management 

Stock keeping unit 

Strategie Parts Centre 

World Parcel Express 
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Cost object 

Cost driver 

Cost driver unit 

Cost centre 

Cost pool 

Allocation Key 

Task 

Logistics Unit 
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Definitions of terms 

Cost objects are the entities that bring about costs. They can be found at the base of 

the total cause of facil ity costs. A cost object in EL is called a logistics unit. For 

instanee "lnbound AWB". 

A cost driver is the mutual cause of the cost in a cost pool. A cost driver of a cost pool 

has two functions: it can be seen as the measurement unit for the mutual cause of all 

costs in that cost pool. And a cost driver is also used for the determination of the 

capacity usage in its cost pool. 

The entity of a cost driver. For instance: "1 inbound operations minute" 

A cost centre is a main split up of costs that captures groups of costs in a facil ity 's 

P&L statement in one name. An example of a cost centre is "personnel costs". 

A cost pool is the group of costs that is caused by the same cost driver. 

The allocation key represents the way in which the costs of a cost category are 

assigned to the relevant cost pools. 

A task is an action that needs to be executed as part of the handling process of a 

logistics unit. 

Operatiens carried out on account of a customer. A logistics unit can be for example 

an order handled or time critica! dispatch of an airway bil l. 
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